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Special session wraps it up
~By Barb Kucera, Editor, workdayminnesota.org
Minnesota lawmakers avoided a partial government shutdown by passing several spending bills early on Saturday, June
13. Governor Mark Dayton promptly signed them.
Although lawmakers needed parts of two calendar days to
complete the one-day special session called by Dayton for June
12, the House and Senate passed six bills on to the governor
before adjourning the session sine die in the early morning hours
of June 13.
The most controversial piece of legislation — the omnibus
environment, natural resources and agriculture policy and
finance bill — caused the most difficulty, but was ultimately
passed with the language agreed to by Dayton and the legislative
leaders before the session was called.
Lawmakers also passed the $17 billion omnibus K-12 education finance bill; the omnibus jobs and energy bill; the $540 million omnibus legacy bill; a $370 million capital investment bill;
and a revisor’s bill that makes technical fixes to legislation
where needed.
If the legislation had not passed, 9,500 state employees would
have been laid off July 1.
Dayton said this year’s legislative session was difficult.
“Last fall, Minnesota voters chose divided political leadership for our state,” he said in a statement. “This legislative session ended in that same way: with legislators sharply divided
over key issues, like the optimal amounts of taxes and expenditures, social services, and transportation improvements.
“Nevertheless, legislators achieved significant progress in
providing better care and education for our youngest and most
vulnerable citizens: children, who were previously considered
too young for structured elementary education. Minnesotans at
the other end of life will also benefit from increased funding for
nursing homes, personal care attendants, and other supportive
services.
“As I have noted before, a sign of true compromise is that no
one is happy with it. Many compromises had to be made during
this legislative session; and many people, across the political
spectrum, believe it suffered from too many missed opportunities.
“One positive result, however, is that the remaining surplus,
combined with the budgeted reserve and cash flow account, has
left the State with a positive balance of almost $2.5 billion. It
stands in welcome contrast to the financial uncertainties of
recent years.”
Transportation will likely be
on the agenda when the
Legislature returns for its next
session on March 8, 2016, but
passage of a comprehensive plan
with new funding is questionable, given that both the state
House and Senate will be up for
election next year.
This article contains information from Session Daily, the
online publication of the
Minnesota House.

The flowering crabtrees alongside the Labor Temple have been spectacular for eyes and
noses this year. They have been planted since the early 1990s for Workers’ Memorial
Day in honor of workers who lost their lives because of their jobs.

Strong effort holding back fast track, TPP
~from laborfightback.org
According to the latest
reports, the U.S. House of
Representatives (and perhaps
the Senate) is scheduled to vote
Tuesday, June 16 on measures
that will determine whether
Fast Track and the TransPacific Partnership agreement
(TPP) are enacted or defeated.
(This issue went to press
Tuesday morning June 16.)
The Obama administration
is pulling out all the stops to
secure the necessary votes.
Some Democratic members
and nearly all of the
Republicans are part of the
president's coalition.
The situation is complicated
because other bills are being
thrown in the mix as part of the
wheeling and dealing that is
taking place in Congress. But
we must keep our eye on the
ball and not be diverted. We
stand with the AFL-CIO, environmentalists and progressives

in demanding “No Deals And
No Compromises! No To Fast
Track And TPP!”
Without question, the
Obama administration’s procorporate offensive was dealt a
huge blow by the unprecedented labor-community-environmental coalition that came
together to defeat Fast Track in
the vote on June 12 -- but we’re
still in danger. Republicans
made a motion to reconsider
the vote and are expected to
bring up this issue again as
early as June 16.
The attempt at passing a
newer version of Fast Track
does not only come from

Republicans in Congress.
Some Democrats have not
closed the door to Fast Track
authority as such. Nancy
Pelosi, House leader from
California, issued a call to
“slow down the Fast Track to
get a better deal for the
American people.”
Reports in the news media
speak of attempts by members
of Congress to seek funding for
a new transportation bill, with
the creation of tens of thousands of new jobs, as a condition for supporting Fast Track.
There is also talk in administration circles of sweetening
See Fast track, TPP...page 18
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IAM Lodge 1502 hosts Guide Dog fundraiser
Guide Dogs of America
(GDA) was founded in 1948 by
Joseph Jones, Sr. with the help
of the International Association
of Machinists and Aerospace
Workers. Since then Guide
Dogs of America has been the
Machinist’s primary charity.
GDA provides guide dogs
and instruction in their use, free

of charge, to blind and visually
impaired men and women from
the United States and Canada.
For more information visit
guidedogsofamerica.org
Machinists Local Lodge
1502 has a fun-filled day
planned for their GDA Fundraiser in Superior, Wisconsin.
On Saturday, July 11 Lodge
1502 will have a trap shoot and
cornhole bag toss tournament
with everyone invited. It will
take place at the Superior Trap
and Gun Club, 5642 South
Hwy 35 in Superior. The event
will have many door prizes, a
raffle, and a concession stand.
Trap shooters will provide
their own shells, which will be
available for purchase. Shoot-

ers will be classified by A-B-CD classes of know ability.
There will be four competitions
of team (5 to 7 members
$14/shooter), individual ($16/),
handicap ($16/), and doubles
($8/). Pay back will be based
on number of entries.
Practice for the trap shoot is
9 to 10 a.m.
The cornhole bag toss tournament has registration at 10
a.m. and a start time at 11 a.m.
Cost is $20/team, double elimination, with pay back determined by number of teams.
The rain date for the
fundraiser is Saturday, Aug. 15.
For more information contact Jay Kinney, 715-817-4932
or Doug Vana, 715-399-2103

The winning team in the Duluth Building & Construction
Trades Council’s Golf Fundraiser for the United Way of
Greater Duluth last Saturday was Teamsters Local 346.
Brian Moe, Colin Hayes, Doug Dunsmoor and Kevin
Hayes shot a 61. In its 25th year, the event was another
huge success with 33 teams, the most ever. When numbers
should have been a mistrial or a are in it will have raised another $12,000 or so bringing its
total to over $250,000. Thanks participants and sponsors!
second trail.
Our labor movement is
about JUSTICE for Wisconsin
teachers, farmworkers, non
union workers demanding $15
Join other community minded individuals and groups, includminimum wage, and our allies
ing
union members, for United Way of Greater Duluth’s 20th
in the civil rights movement,
Annual
Day of Caring Wednesday, June 24. This one-day volwhich includes all native peounteer
event
is open to everyone. Sign up as an individual, or as
ple. Peltier is one of us (5/8
a
group
of
friends,
family, or co-workers.
Lakota, 3/8 Chippewa) and
Day
of
Caring
is
a community-wide event where hundreds of
spent his free life in North
volunteers
lend
their
skills to complete much needed projects at
Dakota, Milwaukee and Minlocal
non-profit
agencies.
The Building Trades are going to do a
nesota. This JUSTICE must
project
for
the
Children’s
Museum. Community Service
begin again in Minnesota,
Program
members
will
be
harvesting
and cutting up rhubarb to
specifically on Leonard Peltier
aid
CHUM’s
great
Rhubarb
Festival.
And
speaking of that Sat.,
Day Duluth on Friday, June 26.
June
27
event,
volunteers
are
needed
to
staff
the Community
The rally will include a
Service’s
bratwurst
stand.
Contact
Lynette
Swanberg
at 726Duluthian raised at Pine Ridge,
4775,
commservices@unitedwayduluth.org.
a Two Harborite who spent 7
Volunteering is a direct and hands-on effort to help advance
weeks inside Wounded Knee in
the
missions of local United Way agencies and programs. Not
1973, authors and entertainonly
does Day of Caring provide non-profits with valuable
ment. A “Labor for Leonard”
resources,
it is also a great opportunity to educate volunteers
group will be started. If you
about
the
important
work non-profit organizations do in our
can’t come June 26, please call
community.
the White House comments
Recruit your friends, family or co-workers to lend a hand
line on Free Peltier Fridays or
AND
have some fun! Visit www.volunteerduluth.org to view the
weekly at 202-456-1111. An
projects
and sign up, or contact Liz Pawlik, Volunteer Center Coinjury to one is an injury to all.
ordinator, 218.726.4889 volunteercenter@unitedwayduluth.org

June 26 rally seeks to free Leonard Peltier
By John Iversen

3.5 years Wilson and his militia

USW, AFSCME, SEIU Retiree instituted a reign of terror in

People from unions, native,
religious, and other groups will
gather at Lake Ave./Superior
St. Friday, June 26, 4:30-6 p.m.
to mark the 40th Anniversary
of the “Incident at Oglala” for
which they feel Leonard Peltier
has been unjustly imprisoned
for almost 14,400 days. (See
Robert Redford film “Incident
at Oglala” free on YouTube or
visit whoisleonardpeltier.info)
In 1972 Richard Wilson was
elected Chair of the Pine
Ridge, SD Indian Reservation,
the poorest county in the U.S.
with an unemployment rate of
80%.
He immediately
harassed, threatened, fired and
even murdered opponents
while hiring supporters. A
majority of Pine Ridge people
demanded impeachment hearings but Wilson was able to
choose the judge for his hearing.
Two days after his
impeachment charade ended,
the Lakota people and the
American Indian Movement
occupied Wounded Knee. For

which 70 were murdered and
over 300 injured. He had the
support of President Nixon, the
FBI, US Marshalls, and the
U.S. Army.
Again, 70 murders of Wilson opponents with no investigations. But in a shoot out during this war three lives were
lost on June 26, 1975. Native
Joe Stuntz was killed by the
FBI, and Leonard Peltier supposedly murdered two FBI
agents. No government agency
has ever investigated the
“killing” of Joe Stuntz. Why
was the FBI double speak
allowed? Even more, what
was the FBI doing at Pine
Ridge two years after the 1973
occupation ended?
Two others charged in the
“murder” of the FBI agents
were freed. One actually said
he shot the agents many years
later in Spain before he died.
The irregularities (noted by
Myles Lord and Lynn Crooks)
of the Peltier trial are numerous. At the very least there

United Way Day of Caring
Weds, June 24, can you help?

IBEW 31 & 242
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Community Services director
job applications due now
You have until this Saturday, June 20 to get your application
with references postmarked for the full time job opening for
AFL-CIO Community Services Director for the Duluth AFLCIO Central Labor Body.
They should be mailed to Dan O’Neill, President, Duluth
AFL-CIO Central Labor Body, Room 110, 2002 London Road,
Duluth, MN 55812.
A full description of the job posting was on page 2 of the
May 20 Labor World, which is online at http://www.labor
world.org/documents/May-20-2015v5.pdf

Sheet Metal Workers’ Local 10

Retirees’ Luncheon

Have a great
Fourth of July!
PAGE 2

Tuesday, July 7, 1:00 p.m.
Grandma’s Sports Garden
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President Craig Olson looked
ready to argue balls and
strikes after he threw out the
first pitch at the Huskies
home opener May 27 sponsored by the Duluth Building
and Construction Trades
Council. Terri Newman
(CWA 7214 Retired) sang the
National Anthem. Many
union members were in
attendance to boost the home
opener crowd to about 3,500
on a beautiful night. The
union remodeled Wade
Stadium with new turf was a
big hit with the fans. A good
time was had by all as the
Huskies won 1-0 in the 9th.

United Way conflict clarified

Shame on Bear Shoe Works
The Trades golf fundraiser
for the United Way of Greater
Duluth Saturday got started 30
years ago or so when a bunch
of us with hard hats and empty
coffee cans at Lake & Superior
tried to solicit donations for a
Univ. of Miami diabetes
research facility. We got a dollar $2.98. Jerry Alander decided we’d try a golf fundraiser
and over $1/4 million has been
raised in those 25 years and the
proceeds stay local now.
Congrats to everyone who has
done such a great job to help
those less fortunate in our communities. See you all again the
second Saturday of June 2016.

LABOR WORLD

Editor:
Recently a representative for Bear Shoe Works from
Superior, Wisconsin visited our training center at the Carpenters
Local 361 Union Hall to promote their products. While he was
speaking with me about his products I asked him if they were
planning any remodeling projects on their building. His
response was that the owner is doing a small interior remodeling
project. I explained the importance of hiring contractors who
pay their carpenters the area standard for wages and benefits.
A few weeks later as I was visiting various job sites I drove
by Bear Shoe Works and noticed Landrith and Son Construction
working on a construction project at Bear Shoe Works. Landrith
and Son Construction does not provide all of its carpenters at
least the area standard wages and benefits.
Bear Shoe Works had every opportunity to ensure that its
construction projects supported carpenters who are paid the area
standard wages and benefits—those who can more easily afford
to purchase Bear Shoe Works products. It is important that businesses in our community understand the detrimental effect on
our community of hiring non-area standard contractors.
Tell Bear Shoe Works that they need to support area standards
for the construction craft people that work on their projects!
Call Bear Shoe Works at 715-394-4906.

Jeremy Browen, Carpenters Local 361
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(Editor’s Note: A recent dispute at United Way Worldwide
over their workers organizing with a union prompted this letter
from United Way of Greater Duluth President Matt Hunter to
Duluth Central Labor Body President Dan O’Neill.)
May 28, 2015
Re: United Way of Greater Duluth’s Response to Recent
Remarks on Unionization by United Way Worldwide Leadership
Dear Dan,
I hope this letter finds you doing very well.
On April 30, 2015, United Way Worldwide (UWW) Chief
Operating Officer & Executive Vice President Joe Haggerty sent
a letter (copy enclosed) to all UWW employees (they call them
Associates) regarding the possibility of 30 administrative assistants voting to be represented by a Union. In the letter, Mr.
Haggerty states the following:
A number of our Associates have asked what UWW’s position is on having a Union. The answer is that UWW does not
believe that a Union would provide added value for the vast
majority of our Associates.
Mr. Haggerty goes on to provide reasons for this “position”
held by UWW leadership.
On May 18, 2015, CEO Brian Gallagher addressed the situation in an open letter titled “United Way and Organized Labor”
(copy enclosed). Mr. Gallagher’s remarks provide evidence of
the long-standing, meaningful relationship between UWW and
Organized Labor. I agree fully with his assessment that today’s
challenges being faced by men, women and families makes even
more essential a strong partnership between United Way and
Organized Labor.
It’s important to clarify the relationship between UWW and
United Way of Greater Duluth (UWGD). UWW is the trade
association to which UWGD belongs. UWGD remains a separate and autonomous organization, and is only affiliated with the
worldwide organization through annual dues (1% of revenue)
and the usage of the United Way brand. All decisions at UWGD
are made by our local Board of Directors, which currently
includes five representatives from Organized Labor. So, in no
way do the comments coming out of UWW reflect our thoughts
and feelings about unionization here in the Twin Ports Area.
With all of this said, I want to state just how positive and
important the partnership between UWGD and Organized Labor
continues to be in serving our local community. As the President
of UWGD, an organization with a proudly unionized workforce
(AFSCME) and a more than 50-year relationship with
Organized Labor that includes a continuing 32-year commitment
to our Community Services partnership with local AFL-CIO, I
can say it is truly an honor to partner together with Organized
Labor. Organized laborers serve on our Board of Directors as
officers, committee members, and liaisons with local labor bodies. They play central roles in all decision-making of the organization. UWGD remains grateful to Organized Labor for their
long-standing, vital support.
Thank you for your partnership and continued support, Dan.
I will continue to keep you posted as I learn more details about
this situation. In the meantime, if any questions arise for you,
please do not hesitate to contact me at my direct line, (218) 7264790, or email, president@unitedwayduluth.org.
Yours sincerely,
Matthew G. Hunter
President, United Way of Greater Duluth
Enclosures: Copy of UWW Chief Operating Officer &
Executive VP Joe Haggerty’s April 30, 2015 Letter
Copy of UWW CEO Brian Gallagher’s May 18, 2015 Open
Letter, “United Way and Organized Labor”

~NOTICE~

Labor World 2015 issues:
July 1, 22; Aug. 5, 26;
Sept. 16, 30; Oct. 14, 28;
Nov. 11, 24;
Dec. 16

The non-profit Labor World, Inc. is the
official publication of the Duluth AFLCIO Central Labor Body. It is an educational, advocacy newspaper for workers
and unions. The views and opinions submitted and expressed in the Labor World
do not necessarily reflect the views of the
paper, its Board of Directors or staff, the
Duluth AFL-CIO Central Labor Body, its
affiliated unions, their officers, or staff.
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Frustration over lack of transportation funding felt all over state, U.S.A.
The Minnesota Legislative tions that this was the year the portation needs. Both political
session opened Jan. 6 amid state was going to tackle its parties said they would be
much talk and great expecta- failing infrastructure and trans- happy to lead the way for commerce and the traveling public,
saying it was a top priority.
Why wouldn’t they finally do it
with a $2 billion surplus? They
didn’t.
Move MN, a statewide
coalition of more than 200
unions, businesses, organizations, and local governments
that advocates for a comprehensive solution to Minnesota’s transportation funding
shortfall, started a “Duct Tape
Tour” of Minnesota May 19, to
express their concern over the
legislature’s failure to adequately fund critical transportation projects. On May 21 they
arrived in Duluth after visiting
the Iron Range and Bemidji.
Dan
Olson,
Business
Minnesota LECET Laborers and Move MN toured the
state May 20 to express their frustrations at the legislative Manager of Laborers Local
1091 whose members do much
session that ignored state transportation needs. Laborers
of the road work in the state,
Int’l Rep. Dan Olson (orange shirt) said duct tape and
pointed to duct tape prop atop a
band aids won’t solve the huge infrastructure problems.
truck in the Duluth Civic
On the left is St. Louis Co. Board Chair Pete Stauber.

Center and voiced his frustration. “This prop isn’t real. We
can’t fix our roads and bridges
with duct tape. I should’ve
brought Band Aids too for the
small fixes the legislature
wants.” He praised St. Louis
County for passing a half percent sales tax to fund needed
road and bridge work, something they had to because the
legislature wouldn’t take on the
issue. They gave counties the
option to do things on their
own like a sales or vehicle tax.
“For almost five months
they were in session and they
quit with nothing for transportation,” Olson said.
St. Louis County Board
Chair Pete Stauber said the
county couldn’t “wait for anyone to tell us our roads and
bridges need fixing.” They did
their own comprehensive
assessment, which was shocking in the poor condition of its
infrastructure.
Rep. Mike Sundin (DFLEsko) looked at the duct tape
prop and expressed his frustration as well. He said education
and transportation are the two
issues that the legislature is
constitutionally mandated to
address. He said he didn’t like
it when counties had to pass a
tax for infrastructure but they
did what they had to do unlike
the legislature.
“We don’t have Democratic
or Republican roads,” Sundin
said in quoting former
Congressman Jim Oberstar.
“We have Democratic and

Republican priorities.”
Move MN’s Stephanie Winkle said infrastructure needs
and the jobs they’d create are in
every county and every community. She said the lack of a
transportation bill cost St.
Louis County about $9 million/year in needed projects
and Duluth $1.7 million/year.
“There was a solution in the
room,” Rep. Sundin said of the
bi-partisan stalemate. “Any
money spent would have been
a long term investment.”
Transportation needs went
beyond roads and bridges. Bus
and transit service as well as
bicycle and pedestrian routes
were also left to crumble just 8
years after the I-35 bridge collapsed into the Mississippi
River in Minneapolis.
Minnesota’s
8th
Congressional District Rep.
Rick Nolan has expressed similar frustrations and the May 21
speakers in Duluth.
“With Speaker Boehner
abandoning the committee
process – refusing to allow the
Transportation Committee to
write a long-term bipartisan
bill to reauthorize the Highway
Trust Fund – Democrats on the
Transportation
Committee
have joined me in support of
the Administration’s GROW
AMERICA plan to invest $478
billion over six years to rebuild
our nation’s critical infrastructure – without adding to the
federal deficit,” Nolan said in a
statement.

Thanks for advocating for
working families since 1896 –

WHAT A HISTORY!
Proud to be a member of the
Labor World Board of Directors

SOCIAL SECURI
DISABILITY

Rep. Mike

SUNDIN
Minnesota House District 11A
Congratulations, Labor World
Keep up the great journalism

Navigating through the process can be difﬁcult.
Don’t let one denial keep you from the beneﬁts you
deserve. We can help ﬁle appeals on your behalf,
represent you at hearings, get you out from under
the paperwork and more.
Our success is no accident.

800-535-1665
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Local 9460 Health Care Workers
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Rally, complaints continue to dog USPS as closures delay mail in region
There’s no doubt how people in northern Minnesota and
northwest Wisconsin feel about
the poor service they’re getting
from the U.S. Postal Service
since April 18. That’s the day
Duluth’s Area Mail Processing
Center (AMPC) was partially
closed and “overnight” became
“over a week” for many first
class deliveries.
It’s even worse for newspapers that are mailed and arrive
late for events and advertisers.
Postal union employees,
elected officials, business leaders and members of the public
all showed up for another
National Day of Action led by
the American Postal Workers
Union May 27 at Duluth’s
Main Post Office to voice their
displeasure at the service.
As usual Congressman Rick
Nolan (D-MN 8) was there
leading the fight. He has voiced
his opposition to two Post
Master Generals about service
delay caused by the closures,
which they have said is needed
for consolidation and to save

money. He says the major policy changes enacted by USPS
should not be allowed without
the approval of Congress and
the president.
Nolan has drafted legislation to keep Duluth’s AMPC
open and to “restore the service
customers expect and appreciate.” He said while USPS talks
about the need to save money
they are sending workers from
Duluth to Eagan to help that
overloaded facility and all they
work is two hours a day after
their driving time.
“Is that saving money,”
Nolan asked. The crowd shouted “NO!”
Nolan has legislation to
change a 2006 law that requires
USPS to pay for employee
benefits 75 years into the future
in just ten years. That creates a
huge financial hole that doesn’t
allow the postal service to survive. Many think that’s a plan
to open it to privatization.
“No corporation in is
required to do that (prepay benefits) in the U.S.,” Nolan said.

“Operationally the postal service makes money every day of
the week.”
APWU Local 142 President
Todd Fawcett also decried
diminishing service standards
saying his fellow union members in Eagan “can’t handle the
load down there” and the
money savings management
says they are working on
“make no sense.”
Jeff Larsen of the Duluth
Mail Handlers Union said there
is plenty of work for those 12
members here and they shouldn’t have to drive to the Twin
Cities to do that work. He
praised the Congressional delegation and told those gathered
to push HR 54 and 784 to
restore service and retain
overnight and 6-day delivery.
Senator Al Franken has also
been fighting for a better postal
service and wrote again this
month to Post Master General
Megan Brennan about the poor
service standards in this region.
“People and businesses
from Grand Rapids to Grand

Portage rely on the postal service to get their mail—including
notes from loved ones, checks,
medicine, and newspapers—in
a timely fashion,” said Sen.
Franken. “Mail that used to
take a day or two to arrive now
takes at least three to five days,
and that is simply unacceptable. I’ve asked the Postmaster
General to explain the poor
service across Northeast
Minnesota and pressed her to
do everything she can to
improve it.”
Laurie Olson of the Twin
Ports Postal Customer Council
said service standards here are
days slower than they are in the
Twin Cities and that’s not keeping with how the postal service
should operate for customers.
Warren Wehmas, President

of the Minnesota State Assn. of
Letter Carriers, came from Big
Lake to speak. He said current
processing has trucks leaving
for Eagan before Letter
Carriers even get back to the
main office. That has mail sitting here for an extra day.
“It’s time to put the service
back into the postal service,”
said Wehmas.
Fawcett has said for years
it’s up to Congress to change
what’s happening at USPS
before it’s ruined. Nolan
agrees. “Make no mistake, it
will be a tough fight, but it’s a
fight worth having,” Nolan
said in closing.

Postal complaints? Call Pete
Nowacki, 612-349-4900, and
visit www.prc.gov/contact

I learned a lot about advocating for
people by working for my union.
To think that the Labor World has been
doing that for us since 1896
speaks to the power of labor.

Representative Erik

Simonson

MN House of Representatives
• Duluth’s District 7B

Labor & DFL Endorsed!
APWU Local 142 President Todd Fawcett came from his vacation to speak at his union’s
National Day of Action against postal management’s plan that is destroying the most
trusted government agency according to the American people. He thanked Congressman
Rick Nolan (in tie) for his hard work to end closures and restore service, and said
Wisconsin Rep. Sean Duffy and Sen. Ron Johnson need to be contacted for not helping.

With Best Wishes
on our Labor World’s
119th Anniversary!
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Keep up the Great Work on behalf
of Working Men and Women

.
.
.

“Thank You” to our members and the volunteers
who helped us with another successful Letter
Carriers’ Food Drive May 9th! Over 160,000
pounds of food were added to area food shelves!

National Association of Letter Carriers
Greater Northland Area Local 142
NALC Zenith Branch 114 Merged
AMERICAN POSTAL WORKERS UNION Duluth, Two Harbors & Silver Bay
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Nolan has 7-point plan to restore Americans’ faith in politics, government
As each election season has
come and gone in recent years,
the public has gotten more disgusted with campaigns and
that’s carried over to a general
dislike for politics and government. Polls show it and so does
voter turnout. Minnesota 8th
District Congressman Rick
Nolan, who served in the U.S.
House of Representatives in
the 1970s and has won the last
two elections again has an idea
of how to remedy the problem.
On June 8 in Duluth he
unveiled a drive to pass his
Restore
Democracy Act
(House Resolution 695) – a
blueprint to address the public’s widespread dissatisfaction
with Congress, the proliferation of outside money in campaigns, political gerrymandering of Congressional districts,
and voter suppression measures that discourage participation in the democratic process.
“The simple truth is – the

113th Congress is the most
unaccomplished, undemocratic
and unremarkable in our country’s history. We make Harry
Truman’s
‘Do
Nothing
Congress’ look like overachievers by comparison.
Americans want Congress to
put aside partisanship – get
back to work – and start getting
things done again.”
Powerful interests are corrupting government, causing
gridlock and something has to
be done or the country, and
democracy will be destroyed
Nolan said.
Here’s his seven-point plan:
1~ Overturning the U.S.
Supreme Court’s Citizens
United decision that declared
corporations to be ‘people’ and
money to be ‘free speech’ with
respect to the right to donate
money to Congressional campaigns.
2~ Establishing a publicprivate system of campaign

financing, making candidates
answerable to the people – not
wealthy special interests.
3~ Restricting spending on
Congressional campaigns to
60 days before an election.
4~ Prohibiting incumbents
and challengers from raising
campaign
funds
while
Congress is in session.
5~ Ending political gerrymandering of Congressional
districts that have made all but
35 districts ‘safe’ for incumbents at election time.
6~ Encouraging nationwide
voter participation by requiring
states to establish online voter
registration systems.
7~ Returning the U.S.
House to a system of ‘Regular
Order’ under which no bill can
be considered on the Floor of
the House without first going
through the committee process
– under an open rule – with
amendments debated fully and
openly and given an up or

down vote. Conference committees would be required to
meet in full, and resolve
House-Senate differences with
a vote of the full committee.
Nolan said that he will
introduce each point separately
to allow his colleagues to pick
and chose which ones they will
help him pass if they can’t support all seven.
Nolan said if any one of
them can pass it will be a dramatic improvement, and if it’s
passed as a whole it will be a
renaissance of our democracy
like when our founding fathers
started this great country.
“I’ve worked for the last
several years with reform
groups and we’ve come up
with best ideas to restore
democracy,” Nolan said.
Joining him at the City Hall
press conference and round
table were members of labor,
Move to Amend, Common
Cause, Take Action MN,
MPIRG, League of Women
Voters, Public Citizen, state
Rep. Jennifer Schultz and
Duluth city councilors.
North East Area Labor
Council
President
Alan
Netland said labor has always
organized so people’s voices
can be heard but the money in
politics allowed by Citizen’s
United has destroyed that. It
has resulted in only a limited
number of competitive races
nationally.

Nolan had that number at 26
out of 435 seats in Congress
with Republicans having
picked up 16 in the last election, leaving only 10 left, his
included.
“We can’t compete with
organized money,” Netland
said. “We’ll work to help move
the Restore Democracy Act
forward.”
Schultz said the important
issue of campaign finance
reform couldn’t even get a
hearing in the Republican-controlled Minnesota House of
Representatives where some
races are approaching the million dollar mark. Public financing of campaigns would be a
better option but she said the
state’s Political Contribution
Refund program was even
sacked again by Republicans,
leaving more power for the
monied interests.
Nolan said he is always told
he needs to spend 30 hours a
week making fundraising calls,
and 10 hours a week at
fundraising events.
“If you add 14 hours for a
round trip home that’s 54 hours
a week, no wonder committees
don’t meet anymore in
Washington,” Nolan said.
When he first served in
Congress in the 1970s a session
would have 7,000 to 8,000
committee meetings which
forced compromise, and good
government, on issues.

Proud to stand
with and support
Labor World
on its 119th
Anniversary!
International
Association of
Fire Fighters
Local 101

Paid for by the Duluth FirePAC

NEALC President Alan Netland says labor has always worked to organize people so their
voices can be heard but the big money now controlling politics keeps that from happening.
He joined speakers from many other organizations in support of Congressman Rick
Nolan’s Restore Democracy Act.

The Professional Fireﬁghters of Duluth, Minnesota
PAGE 6
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Hurry, MN Political Contribution Refund program ends June 30
With Republicans in control
of the Minnesota House of
Representatives, and perhaps
disinterested Senators in the
DFL-controlled Senate who
are up for election every four
years to the House’s two years,
the great Minnesota Political
Contribution Refund (PCR)
program has been axed. Again.

But if you hurry you can
still make a refundable donation this month to a state candidate (governor, secretary of
state, attorney general, auditor,
state senator, state house representative) or state political
party units. PCR will be over
after Tuesday, June 30, 2015.
The maximum refund is $50

PLEASE MENTION THIS LABOR WORLD AD

DIVORCE • PATERNITY
CUSTODY/PARENTING TIME
GRANDPARENTING RIGHTS
STEP PARENT ADOPTIONS
FELONIES • DUI/DWI
MISDEMEANORS • OFPS/HROS

for an individual and $100 for a
married couple filing a joint
PCR return.
Candidates you contribute
to must have agreed to abide by
state campaign spending limits
to be part of the PCR program.
The person or party you
contribute to will give you
Form EP-3 which you submit
to the Minnesota Department
of Revenue requesting reimbursement. Information is on
the forms. In the past refunds
have come very quickly. You
may file only one PCR form
per year.
Form PCR and instructions
are available on the Minnesota
Department of Revenue website, www.revenue.state.mn.us.
Historically Republicans
have benefitted from PCR
more than the DFL, but they
are so against public financing
of campaigns they always work
to kill the program. They probably know that they’ll get their
contributions from their deeppocketed friends and anything
they can do to stifle DFL contributions will be a plus for
them.
This year the charge to
repeal PCR got tied into an
election and campaign finance
laws carried by Republican
Rep. Sarah Anderson of
Plymouth (Dist. 44A), a UMD
political science graduate. She
put the brakes on election law
reform the DFL had been pursuing in the past legislative ses-
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with limited financial capabilities at risk,” said DFL Rep.
Mike Sundin of Esko. “The
PCR program enables almost
every voter to contribute to the
candidate or party unit of their
choice because it’s really no
more than a $50 loan. It can
help working families protect
their interests in St. Paul, but
folks better hurry this month.
It’s foolish not to use it.
Everyone should find someone
or a party unit they believe in
and use the program.”

The Labor World...119 Years
of Working for
our Labor
Movement!

Bricklayers
and Allied
Craftworkers
Local 1
Minnesota/
North Dakota

2002 London Road, (218) 724-8374

We Appreciate Your
Patronage!
The only Reef
worth steering
into has...
Happy Hour 4-7 p.m.
7 Days a week

Tuesday is Karaoke Night
Wednesday has Live Music
Live bands Friday & Saturday,
from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
The largest game room in town!

We can set-up employee
parties of up to 80 people!
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sion. Republicans rejected
amendments to limit the influence of PACs and big money in
elections, or to lessen the influence of lobbyists. They refused
to expand voting for felons, or
attempts to make voting easier.
Republicans last suspended
PCR in 2011 when they were in
the majority. When the DFL
took over the majority in 2013
they reinstated PCR.
“Spending limits for campaigns have increased putting
rural and outstate candidates

THE REEF
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In the Labor Temple, 2002 London Road, Duluth
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Carey, Risacher earn Trades scholarships
The winners of 2015 Duluth
Building and Construction
Trades Council Scholarships
are Leanna Carey and Kaylan
Risacher
Leanna’s father is Stephen
Carey, a member of Plumbers
& Steamfitters Local 11.
She graduated this year
from Superior High School,
where she excelled in NHS,
DECA, Key Club, Senior
Mentoring, and Homecoming
Committee. Leanna had a near
perfect 3.97 GPA after four
years with only one B+ in all
that time. She intends to go to
the University of Wisconsin –
Madison where she will study
biochemistry.
Kaylan graduated this year
from Cromwell-Wright High
School. Her father is Steve

Risacher, a member of
Carpenters Local 361.
She participated in basketball, softball and NHS. Her
grades are similarly impressively. She is active in 4H and
has raised 10 of her own cows,
which explains her choice of
the University of Minnesota
Crookston and its pre-veterinary program.
The one-time $2,500 scholarships were established in
1999 by the Duluth Building
& Construction Trades Council
from the sale of Shoreview
House of Hope, a non-profit
temporary housing facility for
cancer patients and their families that DBCTC unions created.
The scholarships are awarded to the children of any of the

17 unions affiliated with the
council. Competition is based
upon grade point averages,
overall scholastic experience
and a 100-word essay describing what being in a union family has meant to the student.
The scholarships are administered by the Duluth Superior
Area Community Foundation.
They process the applications
and select the winners. High
school guidance counselors
have applications, which have
a Jan. 15 deadline.
Contact David Hammer at
726-0232, or
dhammer@
dsacommunityfoundation.com
for information.
DBCTC unions are: Boilermakers 647, Bricklayers 1,
Carpenters 361, Cement
Masons 633, Elevator Con-

Leanna Carey
structors 9, IBEW 242, Iron
Workers 512, Laborers 1091,
Millwrights 1348, Operating
Engineers 49, Painters 106,
Plumbers/Steamfitters
11,
Roofers 96, Sheet Metal
Workers 10, Sprinkler Fitters

Kaylan Risacher
669 and Teamsters 346.
Tax deductible donations to
the scholarship can be sent to:
Duluth Building & Construction Trades Scholarship Fund,
Room 106, 2002 London
Road, Duluth, MN 55812.

Pour it on, Labor World! Congratulations

Labor World

From the Officers and Membership of

Cement Masons
Plasterers & Shophands
Local 633

Duluth Building &
Construction Trades Council
Affiliates
Boilermakers Lodge 647
218-326-2522

Craig Olson
President
(218) 724-6466

Minnesota
North Dakota
Northwest Wisconsin
1-218-724-2323

America’s Oldest Building Trades Union • Est. 1864

Millwrights & Machinery
Erectors Local 1348
218-741-6314

Bricklayers & Allied Craftworkers
Operating Engineers
Local 1, 218-724-8374
Local 49, 218-724-3840
Carpenters Local 361
Painters & Allied Trades
218-724-3297
Local 106, 218-724-6466
Cement Masons, Plasterers &
Plumbers & Steamfitters
Shophands Local 633
Local 11, 218-727-2199
218-724-2323
IBEW (Electrical Workers)
Local 242, 218-728-6895

Roofers, Waterproofers
Local 96, 218-644-1096

Elevator Constructors
Local 9, 651-287-0817

Sheet Metal Workers
Local 10, 218-724-6873

Insulators Local 49
218-724-3223

Sprinkler Fitters Local 669
507-493-5671

Iron Workers Local 512
218-724-5073

Teamsters Local 346
218-628-1034

Laborers Local 1091 Ca l l u s , we’l l d i re c t yo u t o c o n t ra c t o r s
218-728-5151
u s i n g o u r s k i l l e d , p ro d u c t i ve m e m b e r s !
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from the Members, Officers and Staff of

Operating Engineers
Local 49
Pulling Our Weight

In Minnesota, North & South Dakota

www.local49.org
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Widening inequality in Minnesota: Rural areas, urban core falling behind
By Dane Smith
The underachieving 2015
Legislature has short-changed
both rural Minnesota and the
Twin Cities urban core.
Leading rural advocates
have pointed out failures to
respond to a long list of public
investment needs in transportation, broadband and high-speed

Internet service, railroad safety,
local government aid and
workforce training. Lowincome communities of color
in our urban core were ill
served as well, by ongoing neglect of mass-transit infrastructure.
Here’s some important and
timely context showing why

these outcomes matter, from a
report by Tom Legg, recently
retired from the finance faculty
at the University of Minnesota’s Carlson School of
Management,
and
Ngoc
(Jenny) Nguyen, a U of M
graduate student in applied
economics. Their report, published this month by Growth &

Painters and
Allied Trades
HAPPY ANNIVERSARY

Justice, provides maps and
fresh documentation that help
illustrate for policymakers
exactly why they must bring
more equity to both the urban
core and Greater Minnesota.
Widening Inequality in
Minnesota: A County-byCounty Analysis provides a
sweeping view of worsening
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“Ten thousand times has the labor movement stumbled and fallen
and bruised itself, and risen again; been seized by the throat and choked
into insensibility; enjoined by the courts, assaulted by thugs, charged by
the militia, shot down by regulars, traduced by the Press, frowned upon
by public opinion, deceived by politicians, threatened by priests, repudiated by renegades, preyed upon by grafters, infested by spies, deserted by
cowards, betrayed by traitors, bled by leeches, and sold out by leaders,
but, notwithstanding all this, and all these, it is today the most vital and
potential power this planet has ever known, and its historic mission of
emancipating the workers of the world from the thralldom of the ages is
as certain of ultimate realization as the setting of the sun.”
~ Eugene V. Debs (1855-1926), American Labor Leader

DULUTH AFL - CIO CENTRAL LABOR BODY
Representing 55 affiliated unions with 13,640 members
An affiliate of the North East Area Labor Council
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inequality in rural and urban
counties by comparing median
income, poverty rates and Gini
coefficients (a measurement of
inequality) between 1999 and
2012, a period that included
two damaging recessions.
Relatively even prosperity in
suburban/exurban ring
This research challenges the
notion that the inequality
divide in Minnesota is essentially between one monolithic
Twin Cities metropolitan area
and one big Greater Minnesota.
Rather, the disparity is better
understood as a chasm between
a relatively even prosperity in
the suburban/exurban ring, and
the more distressed spaces
within and outside that ring.
This statement in the
report’s introduction dramatizes just one statistical measure
of that gap: “The highest median incomes are in the counties
that comprise the exurban and
suburban ring around the Twin
Cities metropolitan area. No
Minnesota counties inside or
outside that ring have a median
income as high as the median
income in the poorest suburban
county.”
This widening regional
inequality is perhaps not surprising to experts and students
of geography, demography and
economics in Minnesota and
the United States.
Most of us have known for
some time, at least since
President Lyndon B. Johnson
kicked off the “War on
Poverty” in the 1960s by visiting rural whites in Appalachia,
that poverty tends to have an
See Growing...page 10

Thank You
Labor World
for being there
for workers...

Since 1896!

AFSCME

Local 3801
UMD Clerical &
Technical Employees

PAGE 9

Inequality growing in Minnesota
...from page 9

urban and a rural face, while
suburban and exurban counties
remain islands of relatively
even prosperity.
The report shows, however,
that even the suburban areas in
Minnesota suffered during the
last decade and a half, as two
large recessions rocked our
nation and state, and as income
and wealth grew disproportionately at the very top, for the 1
percent in particular.
Significant details in report

Here are some of the more
significant details in the report
that illustrate the importance of
place as inequality worsened in
Minnesota between 1999 and
2012.
• Inequality, poverty rates
and declining median incomes
worsened significantly in both
the two urban core counties
(Hennepin and Ramsey) and in
rural Greater Minnesota counties between 1999 and 2012,
particularly in Minnesota’s
northern counties.
• Although the two recessions of the last decade affected
the entire state, low rates of

Congratulations on your 119th Anniversary!

United Steelworkers District #11
2929 University Avenue SE, Suite #150
Minneapolis, MN 55414

“The good news
is that the
money is still
on the table.”.”
inequality and poverty and the
highest median incomes
became even more concentrated in the suburban/exurban
ring of counties surrounding
Hennepin and Ramsey.
• Between 1999 and 2012:
Median income in 66 of 87
counties declined; the number
of high-poverty counties
(above 14 percent) went from 4
to 16; and the number of counties with high inequality (gini
coefficient higher than 0.42)
climbed from 17 to 31.
• Recent economic recovery
and growth (from 2009 through
2012) appears to have eased
distress and inequality in some
western agricultural counties
and lifted median incomes
overall. But 58 of 87 counties,
almost all in Greater Minnesota, continued to experience
declining or stagnant median
incomes during the early

Unions have improved the work lives of all Americans

Congratulations, Labor World, on 119 years of
being the voice for our Unions and Members
From your friends in the 18 affiliates of the

Iron Range Building & Trades Council
Call us, we’ll direct you to high quality
contractors who use skilled, area workers
President Mike Syversrud, 1-218-741-2482
Recording Secretary Dan Hendrickson
Financial-Secretary Doug Christy, 107 S. 15th Ave. W., Virginia, MN. 55792

recovery years, even as
statewide average income grew
by 12 percent.
To be sure, we can find
nuance and complexity behind
those numbers. The cost of living in rural areas, for instance,
is lower, especially for housing
and real estate, and lessens the
inequality. A few rural counties
are doing better in recent years
and larger regional centers in
Greater Minnesota are holding
their own. Rebirth and renaissance in the inner cities has
resulted in population growth
for the first time in decades.
And there are plenty of reasons
for hope and confidence in the
resilience of the people and
communities in both our urban
core and Greater Minnesota.
Further neglect, however,
and leaving these inequalities
entirely to market forces, is not
a proven recipe for success.
Bipartisan consensus runs
strong for smart public investment in education and workforce readiness, infrastructure
of all kinds, affordable health

care for all our residents, and a
cleaner and greener economy.
A lot of money was
left on the table
The bad news is that the
2015 Legislature left an enormous amount of money and
unfinished business for urban
and rural Minnesota on the
table.
The good news is that the
money is still on the table. As
legislators and decision-makers
prepare to reconvene for a special session on the educationfunding bill, and as they continue to negotiate for a transportation package and tax policy for the 2016 session, they
must be especially attentive to
the investment potential and
economic security of both rural
Minnesota and the urban core.
All of Minnesota, including the
prosperous and interconnected
suburban/exurban ring, will do
better, when we all do better.
Dane Smith is the president
of Growth & Justice, a
research and policy organization.

Looks like an “Atta Boy” is in order...

Congratulations, Labor World!
It’s all just
raw dirt,
steel, wood,
brick and
concrete
until it
gets shaped
by skilled
hands and
minds.

LABORERS LOCAL 1097
IRON RANGE & NORTHERN MINNESOTA

Iron R ange So lidarity Fo re ver!
Congratulations, Labor World, on 119 years of
fighting for working families of norther n Minnesota!

Sen. David TOMASSONI
Rep. Tom ANZELC
Rep. Carly MELIN
Rep. Jason METSA
Pa i d fo r by : To m a s s o n i C a m p a i g n , P. O. B ox 2 9 , C h i s h o l m , M N 5 5 7 1 9
M e l i n fo r R e p r e s e n t a t i v e , 2 9 0 5 - 4 t h Av e nu e E a s t , H i b b i n g , M N 5 5 7 4 6
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Wisconsin unions fight to retain members
The hard turn to the right
that Wisconsin politics took
when Republican Scott Walker
was first elected in 2010 had
public employee unions playing defense trying to fight off
the union busting of his Act 10.
Now he’s signed a right to
work law that attacks private
sector unions. Wisconsin
Republicans now are set on
destroying the prevailing
wages of the construction
industry.
But playing defense wasn’t
going to work as more and
more union members were
dropping out of their bargaining units.
On June 3 and 4 in Superior
a roundtable and training was
held that is part of an effort by
the Wisconsin State AFL-CIO
to keep unions from falling further. The “Every Member an
Organizer” trainings hope to
breathe life in troubled local
unions statewide.
“We want to give you tools
that you can bring back to your
local unions,” Judy Hack told
20 union members at the June 4
training at VIP. She works
northwest Wisconsin for the
state federation.
Hack said in her region and
her union, the American
Federation of Teachers, about
80 percent of the union members have been retained. While
not anything to jump for joy
about, that number is very good
when compared to other parts
of Wisconsin where local
unions have lost a half to twothirds of their membership.
Internal organizing is a must
to survive even if it comes at
the expense of the servicing
model that so many unions

have employed.
“We want this to be an environment where people learn
from each other about what has
worked and not worked for
local unions,” said Wisconsin
Campaign Coordinator Wendy
Strout about the trainings.
A Power Point presentation
began with an in-depth look at
right to work, something
Walker said wasn’t needed and
called it a distraction until he
signed the law. He then took
full credit for it to appease the
Koch brothers, the Walmart
Walton family, and other deeppocketed conservative political
interests. Walker is after all trying to set up a presidential run.
Steve Kwaterski, Wisconsin
State Director, told those in
attendance that the right to
work law passed in March was
directly from the American
Legislative
Exchange
Council’s model.
“Not one word was
changed,” Kwaterski said.
With the loss of members
and their union dues, he said
“resources are a rare commodity” and the labor movement
can’t buy TV time to make
their case even though the statistics are there on massive cuts
to education, health care, and
many other policies and issues
that hurt working families.
So using the every member
an organizer model, the effort
to rebuild the Wisconsin labor
movement is on.
The presentation addressed
labor history and how unions
fought to represent workers
and had glory days in 1955
when one of three workers
were in a union. Conservative
interests didn’t rest, however,

and finally found a champion
in President Reagan, who busted the Air Traffic Controllers
who had endorsed him. The
union busting industry has
flourished since and doesn’t
lack for resources.
Income inequality in the
U.S. is at an all time high even
though worker productivity has
skyrocketed while wages are
stagnant.
The highlight of the presentation was an X-rated YouTube
clip of George Carlin explaining what happened to the
American Dream. He said the
American people are willfully
ignorant because they continue
to elect the rich class that
wants to own everything and
have obedient workers with
horseshit jobs.
“Now they want your Social
Security and your retirement,”
Carlin said. “It’s one big club
and you ain’t in it, and it’s the
same club they used to beat
you over the head with...It’s the
American Dream because you
have to be asleep to believe it!”
The answer Strout said is to
organize. That means within
each union worksite and reaching out to low wage workers
and young workers.
The presentation then
addressed legislative campaigns, the Wisconsin state
budget, fast track and free trade
agreements, and continued to
address the need to organize,
including how to talk to fellow
union members and the public
in order that “Every Member
an Organizer” can grow the
labor movement in Wisconsin.
Attendees received a full
packet of information on how
to go about their work.

IBEW 242’s Dave Domagala, Eric Barnard, and Kyle
Bukovich were among a couple dozen union members who
attended a two evening AFL-CIO roundtable and training
June 3, 4 in Superior on “Every Member An Organizer.”
The Wisconsin residents learned about right to work, the
effort to dismantle prevailing wage, and organizing.
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innesota and Wisconsin offer something close to a laboratory
experiment in competing economic policies. Since the 2010
elections of Democratic
Governor Mark Dayton in
Minnesota and Republican
Governor Scott Walker in
Wisconsin, these neighboring
states with similar populations
and economies have pursued
radically different strategies.
Dayton embraces good government, progressive taxation,
and high-wage policies, while
Walker has chosen shrunken
government, fiscal austerity,
and a war on labor.
More than four years later,
the two states’ achievements in
population growth, jobs, pay,
and quality of life offer a clear
contrast. Minnesota’s economy has outpaced Wisconsin’s.
These results suggest that
Walker, in his expected run for
president, may have difficulty
promoting a “Wisconsin
Miracle” as a model for
national policy. While the
“experiment” is not perfect—
there are minor differences in
urban and industrial structure
between the two states--the
results should caution newly
elected conservative governors like Bruce Rauner in
nearby Illinois: an attack on
government and workers’
wages is not a prescription
either for prosperity or for
political success.
The fall 2010 elections
reversed partisan leadership in
both states. Minnesotans, after
20 years of independents elected the Democrat Dayton.
Wisconsinites elected Walker,
the first Republican governor
since 2002. Since taking office
in early 2011, both have had to
work with bipartisan legislative leadership for some part
of their terms. Both governors
have actively used budgetary
and administrative policies to
achieve their goals. Both were
re-elected last November.
Minnesota's policies on
wages, health care, and unionization have improved the
quality of life for residents of
that state, in stark contrast to
the state policies of Wisconsin
under Governor Walker.
Walker’s initial slogan,
“Wisconsin Is Open for
Business,” conveys his broad
view that government should
be smaller, deficits are categorically bad, the private sector is the only wealth and job
creator, lowering taxes will
automatically create jobs, and
public-sector employees (and
many other workers) are too
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highly paid, which in turn
hurts the state’s economic
competitiveness.
Walker
promised to reduce Wisconsin’s deficit, create 250,000
new jobs in his first term, and
get government out of the way
of private-sector growth. His
policies include reducing regulation and fast-tracking permitting for new environmentally problematic mining in the
state. Walker also proposes to
increase tuition at the state
university by 13 percent and to
change its mission from
broadly educating the citizenry to serving the labor-market
needs of business.
Dayton’s agenda has been
solidly liberal. As he did while
serving as U.S. senator from
2001 to 2007, Dayton
embraces an activist government role, believing that wellrun programs supporting education, infrastructure, fair and
healthy workplaces, health
care, progressive taxation, and
a social safety net not only
benefit Minnesota businesses
and families but nurture economic prosperity.
While Dayton supported a
popular and successful campaign for a higher statewide
minimum wage, Walker
opposed any increase. Dayton
supported the Affordable Care
Act and developed a state
exchange, while Walker
refused an initial $38 million
in federal funds to set up a
Wisconsin exchange and $11
million to improve Medicaid
enrollment, also rejecting federally funded expanded
Medicare coverage for the
state. On another front, Walker
successfully fought teachers’
unions, while Dayton led an
increase in teachers’ salaries
paired with reductions in class
size, which proved a stimulus
to the Minnesota economy.
In sum, Minnesota’s policies on wages, health care, and
unionization have improved
the quality of life for large
numbers of state residents.
Outpacing Wisconsin, Minnesota’s jobs and pay have
expanded, and health care and
education have improved.
Dayton’s progressive taxation
has not scared off business, but
has funded better public services, besting Walker’s fiscal
strategy of regressive tax cuts
and deficit reduction.
Ideology versus
Smart Economics
To appreciate why the high
road delivers better outcomes,
consider the fallacies in con-

servative assumptions about
the way economies work.
Good Government and
Business Climate. Walker’s
approach presumes that government spending financed by
progressive taxes is necessarily a drag on the economy. But
if government programs
improve business viability by
efficiently providing services
such as infrastructure (rail,
highway, airports) and competent regulatory oversight, they
contribute to job creation and
prevent out-migration to
lower-cost regions. If government support of K-12 and
higher education results in better-trained workers, more jobs
will be created and maintained. If corruption is kept to
a minimum, which arguably is
the case in Minnesota compared to most other states the
competitive private sector will
thrive. Minnesota experienced
less of the phony real estate
boom than most other states in
the mid-2000s, and recovered
more quickly and sustainably
during the Great Recession.
The Value of a LivingWage Economy. Walker’s
strategy assumes that decent
wages must raise costs to
entrepreneurs and discourage
businesses and job creation.
Yet a 2013 study by John
Schmitt of the Center for
Economic
and
Policy
Research that summarizes
economists’ research on bordering states where one raises
the minimum wage and the
other does not found no reliable evidence of net job loss in
the former. Why? Because
workers at the low end of the
pay scale spend almost all of
their income, fast and locally.
Employers adjust in other
ways—by using employees
more efficiently, by modestly
lowering their profit take, or
by small increases in product
and service prices. Opposing
trade unions runs the same
risk. Lower paychecks mean
less consumer spending in a
state, so that wage cuts and
stagnation trickle down to
hundreds of thousands of retail
and service businesses. Lower
wages do not necessarily
induce employers to hire more
workers. If low-wage workers
are a paramount goal for a
business that is mobile, it can
move south, or to Asia. Most
service businesses—hospitals,
retailers, restaurants, day-care
providers—need to be close to
their customers, and their
competitors all face the same

small wage-bill hike.
Accepting or Disdaining
Federal Money. New federal
funding for health care can be
a boon to local economies. A
refusal to take federal money
for expanded Medicaid and
health-care coverage under
Obamacare has the opposite
effect. Health providers in the
low-road state will not be able
to expand services and create
the jobs that their neighbors
can generate. Forgone jobs
means lower consumer spending.
Quality of Life. One of
government’s jobs is to make
the state a nice place to live
and work. Companies make
decisions on start-ups, growth,
expansions, and decampments
on much more than a small
change in taxes or minimumwage levels. The same is true
for households making decisions about where to live, pursue an education, and work.
Government programs that
improve the quality of life will
yield enduring dividends.
Migration and Workforce
Growth as Economic Tonic
State economies grow for
three reasons: Companies start
up, prosper, and expand jobs;
people move to (and stay in) a
state and bring or acquire good
educations; and governments
efficiently provide public services that improve business
profitability and households’
standards of living.
From 2010 through 2014,
Minnesota’s
population
growth rate of 2.9 percent outpaced Wisconsin’s of 1.2 percent. At last count, 5.8 million
people live in Wisconsin and
5.5 million in Minnesota.
From 2013 to 2014 alone,
Minnesota gained 7,300 residents from net migration while
Wisconsin lost a net 3,300 residents.
Compared
with
Wisconsin, the high-road
Minnesota was the preferred
destination for workers and
their families in this era.
Population growth through
net migration generates new
jobs, as people bring their savings and skills to their new
homes—some staffing hightech companies and higher
education, some starting small
specialty grocery stores in
their ethnic neighborhoods,
others doing the dirtiest work
at low wages. A large share of
new migrants to Minnesota are
young people pursuing college
educations or seeking postcollege work. A recent study
by Jason R. Jurjevich and

Greg Schrock found that over a
two-year period, MinneapolisSt. Paul gained a net 2,413 postB.A. graduates aged 25 to 39,
compared to Milwaukee’s net
gain of 197.
A Closer Look at Jobs
in the Two States
Upon taking office Walker
pledged to create 250,000 jobs
in his first term, a period of
national economic recovery. He
failed, creating only about
100,000. With an employment
growth of 4.8 percent, the modestly smaller Minnesota economy added 130,000 jobs, besting
Wisconsin’s growth rate of 4.4
percent.
Both states have comparable
numbers of employed workers:
2.87 million in Minnesota and
2.95 million in Wisconsin. High
labor force participation—the
share of working-age residents
who have jobs or are actively
looking for work—signals a
strong economy. It means fewer
discouraged workers and fewer
working-age people living in
poverty or dependent on welfare and social services.
Minnesota has higher rates of
labor force participation than
Wisconsin. Both states’ rates
(Minnesota 70 percent; Wisconsin 69 percent) are high
compared to the nation’s, at
62.7 percent. Minnesota’s rate
has been among the highest in
the nation for some years,
exceeded recently only by
North Dakota with its now
slowing oil-fracking boom.
Wisconsin suffers from persistently higher unemployment
rates than Minnesota, and
Minnesota’s rate has fallen
much faster than Wisconsin’s
since the beginning of the two
governors’ terms. From 6.8 percent
in
January
2011,
Minnesota’s unemployment
rate fell to 3.7 percent by
November 2014. Wisconsin’s
initial rate of 7.7 percent fell to
5.2 percent in the same period.
Slower job growth and higher
unemployment rates have
encouraged net out-migration
from Wisconsin: Fewer workers are encouraged to move to
or stay in the state.
Research by University of
Wisconsin economics professor
Menzie Chinn correlated the
conservative
ALEC-Laffer
State Economic Competitiveness Index—an amalgam of 15
business-friendly state policy
features (such as tax rates, public employees per capita, minimum wages, anti-union “right
to work” laws, estate taxes)—
with private nonfarm job

By Ann Markusen Professor Emerita Humphrey School of Public Affairs, University of Minnesota

growth
in
California,
Wisconsin,
Kansas,
and
Minnesota from 2011 (when all
four got new governors)
through early 2014. The newly
conservative-led states, Kansas (15th) and Wisconsin
(17th), did equally badly relative to U.S. employment
growth, while Laffer’s leastfavored states, Minnesota
(46th) and California (47th),
both posted superior job growth
rates.
Higher
Incomes
in
Minnesota. It’s not just having
a job that matters to residents,
but how much the job pays.
Divergent labor policies hurt
Wisconsin
earnings
and
incomes while boosting them in
Minnesota. In addition to
rejecting a higher minimum
wage, Walker’s administration
vigorously and successfully
attacked the teachers’ unions
and other unions representing
government employees. His
Act 10, passed in 2011, gutted
the state’s long-standing public-sector union laws. The
result, as detailed in a 2014
Center on Wisconsin Strategy
(COWS) report, was to dramatically cut public-sector union
membership and extract wage
and benefit concessions from
teachers and other public-sector
workers.
Act 10 prohibits bargaining
over anything but wages—no
health and safety issues, no
benefits. It stipulates that no
negotiated wage increase may
exceed the rate of inflation. It
prohibits paycheck union dues,
even if workers sign a card
authorizing them. It requires
that every bargaining unit must
annually recertify through a
vote of 51 percent of all members of the unit, whether they
vote or not.
In contrast, Dayton supported a robust, statewide minimum-wage increase, passed by
the Democratic legislature in
the spring of 2014. While the
national minimum wage of
$7.25 an hour still prevails in
Wisconsin, Minnesota raised its
minimum to $8.00 an hour on
August 1, 2014, to rise to $9.50
by August 2016. For the first
time, Minnesota’s minimum
will be indexed for inflation.
Dayton also embraced a proposal to authorize unionization
of home-care and child-care
workers subsidized by the state;
this measure was passed by the
legislature
in
2014.
(Unionization of home-care
workers in California has
demonstrated the win-win
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results for that state:
According to economist
Candace Howes’s research,
workers’ wages rose substantially, prompting a significant
decline in turnover and a large
shift—as much as 20 percentage points—in the shares of
needy home-care clients who
elect to remain in their homes,
rather than in expensive nursing facilities, saving the state
many millions.)
Dayton also authorized the
Department of Trade and
Industry to pursue a two-year
investigation of the misclassification of Minnesota construction workers as contractors, resulting in agreements
with many firms to put these
workers on payrolls and pay
them benefits. As a COWS
study demonstrates, the positive income effects of unionization decline dramatically as
union membership declines.
Union wages, especially in
public-sector jobs, often informally establish a prevailing
wage level for comparable
workers
in
regional
economies.
After four years of diverging labor policy regimes,
Minnesota’s wages are both
higher and have increased
modestly faster. In 2013,
Minnesota average annual
wages were $47,370, up 4.2
percent from 2010. Wisconsin’s gains were more modest,
with the annual average wage
of $42,310, up 3.4 percent.
Minnesota’s better wage
rates are largely responsible
for
superior
household
incomes. From 2010 through
2013, Minnesota’s median
household income jumped
from $52,300 to $60,900, a
growth rate of 16.4 percent,
while Wisconsin’s comparable
median moved from $50,400
to $55,300, expanding 9.7 percent. Higher wages and
incomes mean a more prosperous local-serving economy,
especially at a time when “buy
local” is a growing consumer
pattern. The differences are
not huge, but are significant.
They demonstrate that policies
that help working families also
help the regional economy.
Diverging rates of unionization help explain the two
states’ economic performance.
Union coverage has been
declining nationally, a product
of a vigorous business attack
on all fronts. But it is still higher in some states than others,
and state policy matters. In
2005, when Wisconsin’s gov-

ernor was a Democrat, union
coverage reached 17.2 percent, exceeding Minnesota’s
rate of 16.4 percent under its
Republican-led government.
In 2010, when the two new
governors were elected, the
rate was 16.1 percent in
Minnesota and 15.1 percent in
Wisconsin. Since then, it has
diverged more dramatically.
Minnesota’s coverage rate was
15 percent in 2014 and is apt
to go up with the new unionizing drives in home care and
child care. Wisconsin’s had
dropped by 53,000 workers to
12.5 percent by 2014, a fouryear attrition rate of 13.9 percent—more than triple that of
Minnesota’s 4.2 percent coverage decline. Unionization contributes to the fact that
Minnesota’s hourly median
wage is currently 10 percent
higher than Wisconsin’s.
State unionization coverage is strongly correlated with
median wages for all workers.
In a graphic produced for
Minnesota’s Select Committee
on Living Wage Jobs in 2013,
Economic Policy Institute’s
Doug Hall showed how
strongly the two track together. Though Wisconsin was not
included in the set, at its current unionization and median
wage rates it would fall right
in line, close to Missouri.
Minnesota’s rate significantly
exceeds those of its upper
Midwest neighbors.
Social Investment versus
Stunted Government
Walker ran as an anti-tax,
anti-government-spending
candidate, while Dayton
vowed to increase tax fairness,
to adequately fund critical
public investments, and to
solve the state’s budget deficit
without shifts or accounting
gimmicks.
In his first term, Dayton
inaugurated his governorship
with a strong commitment to
creating jobs. Though stymied
by a Republican legislature
that preferred a Walker-type,
business-friendly
agenda,
Dayton was able to navigate
his $497-million bonding bill
into law. The program created
thousands of new jobs in shovel-ready projects, many for
construction workers who
were suffering from high
unemployment rates. The new
budget also included more
funding for workforce development initiatives and a $3
million increase—the first
since 2005—in the Minnesota
Investment Fund, which helps

firms add new workers and
retain high-quality jobs.
In early 2013, with a newly
all-Democratic legislature,
Dayton proposed expanding
the sales-tax base, other progressive tax reforms, and
changes to the state’s property
taxes. His sales-tax proposal
would have raised $2.08 billion for the state by extending
coverage to Internet services,
business services, and expensive consumer goods and services (food and clothing being
untaxed in Minnesota) in
exchange for lowering the
overall rate from 6.875 percent
to 5.5 percent. It foundered on
widespread business and
Republican opposition. He
proposed reforms to individual
income tax that would raise an
additional $1.13 billion,
chiefly by asking the wealthiest 2 percent of Minnesotans
to pay their fair share.
(Currently, this group pays 20
percent less in state and local
taxes per dollar of income than
do middle-income households.) And he proposed lowering the corporate income tax
rate but broadening the base
by eliminating inefficient tax
breaks, especially those that
apply to overseas operations of
corporations, a reform that
would neither raise nor lower
the corporate tax take. Dayton
successfully proposed broad
property tax relief that lowered
state property taxes by $49
million, or 0.6 percent, from
2013 to 2014, reducing the
state’s most regressive form of
taxation. In his second term,
he is again pursuing progressive and efficient tax reforms,
but with a Republican House,
this will be an uphill battle.
After his re-election,
Dayton again proposed a biennial bonding bill to make
investments in public-sector
capacity while creating thousands of private-sector jobs. It
passed in May of 2014, with
$850 billion for infrastructure
projects and an additional
$200 million in supplemental
cash appropriations for construction projects.
In contrast, Walker began
his 2011 governorship with an
austerity budget of spending
cuts and tax relief. During his
first term, he attempted to
close a $3 billion budget gap
by cutting revenue-sharing to
local
governments
and
schools, and slashing benefits
and take-home pay for teachers, state workers, and other
public employees. In a highly

touted tax-relief package,
Walker and the Republican
legislature cut business taxes
and income and property taxes
across the board. But the supposed stimuli of wage restraint
and lower taxes did not induce
Wisconsin businesses to
expand and add jobs at the
hoped-for rates. The negative
economic
consequences,
including lagging state tax revenues, left Wisconsin facing
an estimated $2 billion budget
imbalance going into 2015.
In his recently released
post-election budget, Walker
accelerates his travel down the
low road. He proposes a 13
percent cut of $300 million in
state
funding
for
the
University of Wisconsin system for 2015 to 2017. This
means more jobs lost, and a
deterioration in the quality of
education and in the ability of
the system to produce good
research. It also means a
speed-up, as more work is
piled on teachers. Walker suggests that faculty should teach
more classes (one more per
semester, as much as a 25 percent increase in workload) and
work harder. He seems not to
understand that faculty can
and will move elsewhere, and
student enrollments, already
down at some campuses, are
likely to decline more rapidly.
Walker has also authorized
outsourcing of university custodial services—layoffs are
already taking place. Again,
this means further cuts in
working people’s income,
undercutting the state’s economy and budget.
Thus Minnesota’s public
investment and fairness-oriented fiscal path since early
2011 has not hurt its ability to
produce superior job, population, and income growth,
while Wisconsin’s aggressive
austerity has not enabled it to
outperform its neighbor.
Interestingly, both state and
local public spending and debt
patterns remain basically similar. Minnesota enjoys superior
reserves—the Pew Charitable
Trusts report on the number of
days states can run on reserve
funds places Minnesota at the
national median, 25th, while
Wisconsin ranks 41st. Thus on
fiscal grounds, Minnesota,
despite its more progressive
pattern of taxing and spending,
does just as well as Wisconsin.
Why? Because the macroeconomic and long-term growthstimulating effects of good
government policies nurture
education, human capital,
See High Road... next page
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innovation, and livability, in
contrast to wage-lowering
strategies and miserly postures
toward education and research
which hope, fruitlessly, that the
private sector will take up the
slack.
Similarities, Differences and
Divergent Performance
Of course, the two states are
not perfect matches for testing
fiscal policy and political philosophy. But they are remarkably similar. Both have traditionally been relatively liberal
since the Progressive era, moving from Lincoln Republicanism in the 19th century to New
Deal advocates during the
Depression. Both have similar
climates and topography, with
important swaths of Lake
Superior shoreline that attract
retirees and visitors.
The two states’ industrial
structures, at least at an aggregated level, are similar.
Wisconsin is more manufacturing-intensive, 16 percent to
Minnesota’s 11 percent, while
Minnesota’s education and
health-service job share of 18
percent exceeds Wisconsin’s at
15 percent. Minnesota posts
modestly higher job shares (18
percent versus 15 percent) in
education and health services
and in professional and business services (13 percent versus 10.5 percent).
Under Dayton, Minnesota's
public investment and fairnessoriented fiscal path has not hurt
the state’s ability to produce
superior job, population, and
income growth.
Underneath these parallel
structures, however, sectoral
differences partly account for
Minnesota’s stronger economy.
Wisconsin’s manufacturing is
reliant on heavy-equipment
sales to developing nations. In
addition, small, low-wage,
rural manufacturing plants
have been dispersing for
decades from the greater
Chicago area. These small
plants may offer jobs and pay
that are inferior to Minnesota’s,
where manufacturing jobs are
more diversified, from food
processing to high tech to iron
ore. Both states also host mining, logging, and farm jobs that
vary by region and quality.
The two states’ metropolitan
structures are shapers of population and economic growth
paths. The Twin Cities metro of
Minneapolis and St. Paul hosts
the state’s capitol, the flagship
public university, several highly ranked liberal arts colleges,
many corporate headquarters,
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the state’s top arts and cultural
institutions, the bulk of the
region’s non-storefront financial sector (including the Ninth
District Federal Reserve Bank
serving Minnesota, northern
Michigan, northwestern Wisconsin, and three states to the
west), and the state’s major
philanthropic foundations. The
region may benefit from what
economists call agglomeration
economies, where the density
of labor markets and employers
attracts and hold jobs and
incomes. In contrast, Wisconsin’s major private, nonprofit,
and public employers are split
between Milwaukee and
Madison, with the state capitol
complex and the state’s toprated university (arguably
superior to Minnesota’s to
date) in the latter, and the
state’s financial, manufacturing, and philanthropic leadership in Milwaukee.
While these structural and
geographic features may differentiate the two states’ economic challenges, it is unlikely that
they can explain most of the
divergence in growth and pay
rates over the past four years.
The macro and secular growth
effects of markedly distinct fiscal and labor-market policies
are clearly playing a major
role. It is implausible that a
continuation down the low
road will bring Wisconsinites
the relatively greater prosperity
enjoyed by Minnesotans.
High Road and Low Road
Civic Life
It’s not just economics that
shape a state’s culture. In general, a majority of Minnesotans have favored and voted
for expansive and inclusive
civic policies benefiting people
of all income levels. The 2014
Minnesota Legislature passed,
and Dayton signed, a Women’s
Economic Security Act that
expands paid sick leave and
unpaid family-care leave (covering men as well), requires
gender pay-equity reports of
private-sector companies bidding for state contracts, and
expands leave and unemployment insurance access for victims of domestic violence. It
also forbids companies from
demanding pay secrecy of their
employees, a widespread practice that makes it more difficult
for women, men, and minorities to find out if their wages
and salaries are comparable
with co-workers’. In the public
sector, salaries and wages are
published, resulting in much
lower pay-equity gaps.

Minnesota voters, by 53
percent to 47 percent, rejected
a 2012 constitutional amendment banning gay marriage. In
2013, the legislature passed,
and Dayton signed, a same-sex
marriage bill, the first state in
the Midwest to do so by enactment rather than court order.
Wisconsin banned same-sex
marriages in 2006 when 59
percent of Wisconsin voters
supported a constitutional
amendment, but the U.S.
Supreme Court has since
ordered gay marriages to be
allowed to proceed. Minnesota
voters in 2012 rejected a constitutional amendment to
require photo identification to
vote, but a Walker-supported
voter-ID law in Wisconsin is
currently on hold, awaiting
decision by the Supreme Court.
Minnesota citizens’ positive
support for state spending that
serves broad populations was
dramatically demonstrated in
2008, when voters passed by a
56–39 margin the Clean Water,
Land and Legacy Amendment
to the state’s constitution. The
amendment, first sanctioned by
the state’s legislature and supported by a coalition of environmental, arts and culture, and
hunting groups, increased the
state’s sales tax by threeeighths of a cent, hiking it to
6.88 percent. This revenue is
dedicated to such uses as state
parks, wildlife management,
clean water, arts and artist support, and library and historical
society operations. These
groups coalesced because ses-

sion after session, they felt that
their issues were losing out to
bigger categories like infrastructure, education, and social
services. Revenue from the
2008 initiative has amounted to
about $300 million a year, and
over its 25-year lifetime will
total $7.5 billion. Although difficult to track where it all
goes—more seems to be channeled to the nonprofit Pheasants Forever than to any other
nonprofit—the benefits are
widely distributed and are
favorably viewed by most
Minnesotans. They help to
boost quality of life, from inner
cities to small rural communities. Under the current political
regime in Wisconsin, such an
initiative is a nonstarter.
The High Road and the Low
Road as Politics
In Minnesota’s November
2014 election, Jeff Johnson, the
Republican candidate for governor, promising to “go all
Scott Walker on Minnesota,”
claimed that Minnesota’s private-sector job growth from
March 2013 to March 2014
was the slowest in the
Midwest, and 41st in the
nation. These claims were
roundly refuted by economist
Louis Johnston in Minnesota’s
online
daily
MinnPost.
Johnson was defeated at the
polls—Dayton received 50.1
percent of votes and Johnson
44.5 percent—even as the
state’s House of Representatives swung Republican.
Walker was re-elected with
52.3 percent to Democrat Mary

Burke’s 46.6 percent. In an offyear election, neither policy
position seemed to be a solid
winner with the voters, at least
with those who showed up to
vote. Though Minnesota’s
more progressive approach to
economic policies clearly outperforms Wiscon-sin’s conservative one, these are complex
issues that are dwarfed by the
usual fodder of personality and
campaign rhetoric.
Economists, trade-union
leaders, and other policy
experts have much work to do
to clarify how state economies
really work and where there is
room to improve both
economies and standards of
living. This comparison does
show that high-road economics
are sound economics: They
encourage innovation and
entrepreneurship, boost purchasing power, attract federal
government dollars, discourage
corruption, and improve the
quality of life which in turn
attracts and retains employers,
workers, and residents. As we
go into the next presidential
election cycle, with Scott
Walker touted as a role model
and potential first-tier candidate, it’s good to keep the
nation’s eyes on the details of
his disappointing track record.
(Markusen’s piece, severely
edited here to fit, was first
published in the 25th Anniversary issue of The American Prospect, prospect.org/
article/high-road-wins)
© 2015 The American Prospect

Carpenter’s Local 361 and the many other unions
in northern Minnesota and Wisconsin are fortunate
to have such a strong voice on Labor’s issues.

Carpenters Local 361
5238 Miller Trunk Highway
Hermantown, MN 55811
1-218-724-3297
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is a fight for a better world
for all of us.

From your Friends at the

Northern Wisconsin Building
& Construction Trades Council
President Norm Voorhees, Ironworkers Local 512, (218) 724-5073
Vice President Jeff Daveau
Boilermakers Lodge 107
(262) 754-3167
Bricklayers Local 2
(715) 579-9602
Carpenters Local 361
(218) 724-3297
Cement Masons, Plasterers &
Shophands Local 633-- (218) 724-2323
Electrical Workers Local 14
(715) 878-4068
Electrical Workers Local 242
(218) 728-6895
Elevator Constructors Local 9
(651) 287-0817
Insulators Local 49~(218) 724-3223

Jennifer Schultz

Representative, MN House 7A
Prepared/paid for by Jennifer Schultz Volunteer Committee, PO Box 3218, Duluth, MN 55803

Secretary-Treasurer Chris Hill
Iron Workers Local 512~(218) 724-5073
Laborers Local 1091~(218) 728-5151
Millwrights & Machinery Erectors
Local 1348--(218) 741-6314
Operating Engineers Local 139
(715) 838-0139
Painters & Allied Trades Local 106
(218) 724-6466
Plumbers & Steamfitters Local 11
(218) 727-2199
Roofers, Waterproofers Local 96
(218) 644-1096
Sheet Metal Workers Local 10
(218) 724-6873
Teamsters Local 346~(218) 628-1034

HAPPY 119th
ANNIVERSARY,
LABOR WORLD

TEAMSTERS
LOCAL 346
Minnesota/Wisconsin
Roderick Alstead
Secretary-Treasurer

Thanks, Labor World

For 119 years of helping us communicate on our issues

Remember to do it electrically
with a Union, Trained,
Licensed Electrician, and use
our Signatory Contractors!
Electrical Contractors: Twin Ports area
Agate Electric
(218) 834-9226
Bachand Electric
(715) 392-5580
Beacon Electric
(218) 591-7163
Belknap Electric
(715) 394-7769
Benson Electric
(715) 394-5547
Bergstrom Electric
(715) 392-2427

Duluth Electrical Contracting
(218) 390-2819
Electric Systems of Duluth
(218) 722-0764
Energy & Air Systems
(715) 392-9115
Hunt Electric
(218) 628-3323
Northern States Electric
(218) 652-4227
Nylund Electric
(218) 624-5706

Parson Electric
(218) 727-2690
Park Electric
(218) 721-3500
Service Electric
(715) 392-8771
TM Automation
(715) 244-3727
Yax Electrical
(218) 724-8450

Zak Radzak

Les Kundo

President

Vice President

Jeff Oveson

Chad Sorenson

Recording Secretary

Gary Bauers
Trustee

Business Agent

Doug Dunsmoor Jon Ellegard
Trustee

Trustee

Furthering Our Cause Since 1896

Keep up the good work!

Electrical Contractors: Brainerd area
Holden Electric Company (218) 829-4759

Limited Energy Contracts
Belknap Tel-Com (715) 394-5929
Dell-Com (218) 623-2666
North Star Cabling (218) 591-0705

DEC-Com (218) 390-2819
Hunt Technologies (218) 628-3323
Parsons Technologies (218) 723-1413

from the Members & Officers of

Other Contracts

IRON WORKERS Local 512

Benson Motor Repair (715) 394-5547
Business Music, Inc. (218) 525-5991
KBJR TV-6 (218) 733-0303

www.ironworkers512.com
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Donʼt know where to turn?

Dial 2-1-1 or 1-800-543-7709 or visit
www.211unitedway.org
Get connected to resources throughout Minnesota!
For services provided by the Community Services Program
sponsored by the Duluth AFL-CIO Central Labor Body and
the United Way of Greater Duluth...Call 218-726-4775

Community Services Program
Lynette Swanberg, Director
424 West Superior Street
Suite 402, Duluth, MN 55802

It was a bold venture for a 29-year old
woman, Sabrie Akin, to found the Labor
World Newspaper in Duluth in 1896.
A tip of the cap to this area’s working men
and women that it is still in existence today.

Andrew & Bransky PA

Congratulations

Tim Andrew ~ Aaron Bransky
Jane C. Poole
Representing Unions and their Members

LABOR WORLD

302 W. Superior St.
Duluth, MN 55802

Suite 300

218-722-1764

on 108
119 years of
educating
agitating
& organizing
your readers.
Write On!
An Anniversary Salute! from the over 300,000 members
An
from the
400,000with
members
the Minnesota
AFL-CIO
in Anniversary
over 1,000salute
unions
affiliated
the ofMinnesota
AFL-CIO
Ray Waldron, President

Shar Knutson, President
PAGE 16

Steve Hunter, Secretary Treasurer

Steve Hunter, Secretary-Treasuer
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Happy
Anniversary
Labor World!
And Have a Safe, Happy
Fourth of July Everyone!

Wilson-McShane
Corporation
The push for a progressive coalition in Duluth by Take Action Minnesota started May 14
with a meeting in Wellstone Hall with trade unionists, political candidates and staffers,
and others interested in equity, democracy, and social and economic justice. You can add
your input on what you’d like to see on their survey at surveymonkey.com/r/ZQJWSSP

Online survey seeks your vision for Duluth
By Liz Olson, Duluth
Policy & Organizing Manager
Take Action Minnesota
Duluth has historically been
known as a city with a view.
We watch for signs of our hillside turning from bright green
to autumn’s blaze to white with
snow. We gaze at the lake as
the ice moves in and out. With
a view like ours, we can see
what’s behind and what’s
ahead. And we also see that we
have not yet arrived at the
Duluth we want to be. There
are too many challenges that
need to be faced so that neighborhoods across Duluth can
thrive.
We know that we can build
a Duluth that works for all families. The first step is being
clear about where we’re going.
Now is the time to share
your voice in shaping a Vision

for Duluth that takes our common problems and shapes them
in to a roadmap for a stronger
community.
People have begun sharing
what they see as the major
challenges facing our communities and the need to address
them through quality jobs,
access to affordable housing,
ensuring earned sick and safe
time, and other proactive solutions.
Now we are embarking on a
journey with our organizational
partners - Chum, Community
Action Duluth, the Duluth
YWCA, AICHO, PAVSA,
SOAR Career Solutions, the
North East Area Labor
Council, Duluth Central Labor
Body,
and
Education
Minnesota - to broaden this
conversation and hear from
thousands more people like
you about their Vision for

Since our first client in 1969 our goal is to provide high
quality service to each and every individual we serve.

Duluth.
Locations:
Share your vision with us
• Bloomington, MN
• Duluth, MN
by taking this short survey at
• Des Moines, IA
• Kansas City, MO
https://www.surveymonkey.
com/r/ZQJWSSP and help
• Las Vegas, NV
• Kansas City, KS
make the new Vision for
•
Omaha,
NE
Duluth louder and bolder.
When you’re done, ask your
friends, neighbors and coworkers to share their vision
www.wilson-mcshane.com
too. We want to hear from as
many Duluthians as possible.
Duluth has been historically
known as a city with a view.
Now is our opportunity to be
known as a city with a vision
and a plan as well. A Duluth
where everyone thrives, and no
one is left behind.
Thank you for sharing your
perspective.
P.S: Share the survey with
your friends on Facebook so
that we can build an even
stronger vision of Duluth
together.

S HAPPY S

ANNIVERSARY!

Congratulations, Labor World!
On 119
years of
advocating
for the
working
families
of our
region.
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Plan Administrators for Taft-Hartley Trust Funds

The Labor World...
Covering
Teachers’ Issues
in Duluth
since 1942!

Duluth
Federation of Teachers
Local 692

C

C
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Fast track, TPP held off...from page 1
the deal with additional labor and environmental clauses in
the body of the TPP, as opposed to the current proposal that these
be included in “side agreements.”
But TPP cannot be “democratized” or improved -- no matter how much sugar-coating is
added. TPP would send millions
of U.S. jobs overseas; block
economic development at
home; overrule local, state and
federal laws and regulations;
and strip away consumer, labor,
and environmental protections Labors’ Paper - to name but a few of its most
egregious features.
Since 1896
The very nature of “free
trade” deals like the TPP is to
“remove all barriers to free
trade” -- meaning labor rights,
trade unions, public services
and public enterprises, national
regulations over the environment, monopolies over natural
resources...and
democracy
itself. All these must go in the
name of “opening up markets
and investments," as per dictates
of the neo-liberal agenda.
All labor, social or environmental clauses tagged on to TPP
are not enforceable. Their sole
purpose is to woo unwary
Democrats and Republicans
into voting for Fast Track and
the TPP itself.
We must urge members of
Congress to Say No to Fast
Track and TPP under any guise
-- and whatever other bills (on
transportation or any other
issue) are added to the mix!
This is the time to stop the
Chartered 1937 corporate
assault!

CONGRATULATIONS
TheLabor
LaborWorld
World118th
119thanniversary
Anniversary
edition
The
edition

Labor World

International
Association of

Heat & Frost
Insulators &
Allied
Workers

From the Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
Minnesota Organized Labor Department
(651) 662-2528
Blue Cross® and Blue Shield® of Minnesota and Blue Plus® are nonprofit independent licensees of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association.

Happy 119th Anniversary...

to our voice for working men and women in
northern Minnesota and northern Wisconsin

SHEET METAL WORKERS
Local 10
Duluth-Superior
Iron Range
Bemidji

Local 49

119

Congratulations,
Labor World!

And to our brothers and sisters...
Have a safe and enjoyable summer!

Proud to be a Union Contractor!

LAKEHEAD Painting Co.
“Serving the Upper Midwest Since 1965”
Free Estimates Superior, Wis. (715) 394-5799
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MN CEOs paid 305 times average worker
aged $13.5 million per year – a
ratio which has grown to 373to-1. CEO pay increased nearly
16 percent in 2014.
“The massive pay raises for
Minnesota’s big corporate
CEOs while too many struggle
to get by shows what happens
when the deck is stacked
against working families,” said
Minnesota AFL-CIO President
Shar Knutson. “It is beyond
comprehension why Minnesota
House Republicans continue to
push for big corporate tax cuts
at the expensive of working
Minnesotans.”
Mega-retailer
Walmart,
highlighted in this year’s
PayWatch, represents one of
the most egregious examples of
CEO-to-worker pay inequality.
CEO Douglas McMillon earns
$9,323 an hour,
MINNESOTA
compared to $9 for a
Average Worker's Pay = $45,597 beginning employee
Average CEO Pay = $6,027,152 salary. A new
employee
would
PAY RATIOS
have to work for
CEO to Average Worker: 132:1 1036 hours just to
equal
the
pay
CEO to Living Wage: 175:1
CEO to Minimum Wage: 362:1 McMillon earns in

As you listen to Republiccans tell you how bad Minnesofta is for business, you need
to know that state S&P 500
CEOs made an average of
$13.9 million in 2014 – 305
times more than the average
worker. The highest paid
Minnesota CEO, Target’s Brian
Cornell, made $28.2 million in
2014, 779 times the average
worker’s pay.
That’s from the AFL-CIO’s
annual Executive PayWatch
report (paywatch.org), the most
comprehensive
searchable
online database which tracks
CEO pay at S&P 500 companies. It shows that nationally in
2014, the average worker
earned approximately $36,000
per year, while CEO pay aver-

one hour. PayWatch also highlights the wealth of the six
Walton family members who
have more wealth than 43 percent of America’s families
combined.
“America faces an income
inequality crisis because corporate CEOs have taken the raising wages agenda and applied
it only to themselves,” said
AFL-CIO President Richard
Trumka. “Big corporations
spend freely on executive perks
and powerful lobbyists to strip
rights from workers, but when
it comes to helping to lift the
wages of workers that make
their companies run, they’re
nowhere to be found. Too often
workers are seen as costs to be
cut, rather than assets to be
invested in. Americans deserve
better from those who have
earned so much off the backs of
working men and women, and
we must start by adding transparency to the CEO pay
process and requiring companies disclose their CEO to
median employee pay ratios.”

An Equalizer By Robert Frost
It is as true as Caesar's name was Kaiser
That no economist was ever wiser
(Though prodigal himself and a despiser
Of capital and calling thrift a miser).
And when we get too far apart in wealth,
'Twas his idea that for the public health,
So that the poor won't have to steal by stealth,
We now and then should take an equalizer.

minnesota
minneso
ta depar
department
tment of

labor & iindustry
ndustr
ry

Thanks, Labor World for 119 Years of Service!
From Lutsen to International Falls to Park Rapids to Little Falls to Kettle River to the Twin Ports...
...Our 960 active and 560 retired members from 20 bargaining units would like to say how proud we are of being
able to help carry on such a fine tradition as the one the Labor World has established in Wisconsin and Minnesota.

Our History ~~ Our Heritage ~~ Our Voice

I B E WRepresenting
LOWorkers
C AAt:L 3 1

Arrowhead Electric Cooperative
Lutsen, MN

Lake Country Power
Grand Rapids, Kettle River & Virginia

Bayfield Electric Co-op
Iron River, Wl

Mille Lacs Energy Cooperative
(Inside Unit and Outside Unit)
Aitkin, MN

City of Brainerd - Administrative Support
Brainerd, MN

Minnesota Energy Resources
Cloquet, MN

City of Brainerd - Water & Light Dept.
Brainerd, MN

Minnesota Power
Duluth, MN

City of Moose - Lake Water & Light
Moose Lake, MN

Public Utility Commission of Aitkin
Aitkin, MN

City of Staples - Water & Light Commission
Staples, MN

Public Utility Commission of Proctor
Proctor, MN

City of Two Harbors - Water & Light Dept.
Two Harbors, MN
City of Wadena - Electric Water Dept.
Wadena, MN

Crow Wing Cooperative Power & Light
Brainerd, MN

Cooperative Light & Power of Lake County
Two Harbors, MN

Itasca Mantrap Cooperative Electric Assn.
Park Rapids, MN
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Superior Water, Light & Power
Superior, WI
Todd-Wadena Electric Co-op
Wadena, MN
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Work zone safety stressed as orange cone season in full swing on roads

Skilled
Construction
Laborers
and
Union
Contractors
Working
Together
651-429-1600
www.mnlecet.org

Proudly supporting the Twin Ports Construction Liaison Committee
PAGE 20

e appreciate area
workers, your
W
commitment to this
region and share your
dedication to quality!
䡲 Quality 4-Color Printing
䡲 In-House Creative Design
䡲 Computer Forms & Checks
䡲 Union Contracts
䡲 Letterheads & Envelopes
䡲 Color & High Speed Copies
䡲 Gathering & Stitching
䡲 Laminating
114 West Superior St. • Duluth, MN 55802
218-722-4421 • Fax 218-722-3211

n
of e rs a

Labor World~~A Voice for Laborers Since 1896!
Your Friends at Minnesota LECET

Toward Zero Deaths program,
which focuses on four “Es” to
reduce traffic injuries and fatalities: Education, Emergency
Medical and Trauma Services,
Enforcement and Engineering.

sL
o cal 96

The best advice for
motorists is to slow down and
pay attention. St. Louis County
Under Sheriff Dave Phillips
said workplace related accidents are tragic, but almost
always preventable and usually
caused by speeding. Workers
can’t watch out for drivers as
much as they’d like to he said.
Even when slower speed
limits are posted, drivers
should be alert for vehicles in
front of them that may brake
suddenly. Dave Clement of
KGM, a road work contractor,
said some of the worst accidents are when a distracted
driver slams into the back of a
line of stalled traffic at a worksite. “Flaggers are the quarterbacks of our projects and drivers need to follow their leads,
and stay in their proper lane,”
Clement said. He said moving
large trucks, trailers, and equipment into worksites can be
very difficult, dangerous, and

Ro

slow.
Motorists are also urged to
put down their cell phones to
lessen their chance of being
distracted.
“Our own staff has been
seeing it, and we’re hearing it
from our contractors as well – a
disturbing trend,” said Victor
Lund, St. Louis County traffic
engineer. “We’re seeing a rise
in distracted driving – people
texting or looking at their
phone instead of the road. And
even worse, we’re seeing drivers willfully ignoring the flaggers’ signs telling them to go
slowly or stop.”
Texting, emailing and web
use while driving is illegal in
Minnesota, including when
stopped in traffic. Drivers
under the age of 18 are prohibited from any cell phone use.
Phillips said of the 80,000
traffic accidents in Minnesota
between 2009–2013, 25 percent were caused by distracted
drivers. Minnesota averages
about 1,800 accidents a year
with seven deaths.
Phillips said parents need to
enforce proper driving habits
on their children. There are
apps available that can keep a
phone from working when a
car is being driven, he said.
“If you’re in a vehicle and
the driver is distracted by using
their phone tell them to knock
it off,” Phillips said.
And remember, fines double in work zones.
St. Louis County, Public
St. Louis Co. Board Chair Pete Stauber led a press conference stressing work zone safety Works Dept. and Sheriff’s
Office participate in the
as the county embarks on one of its largest road construction seasons.
County Board of Commissioners. He was speaking at
Pike Lake Elementary School
on the Martin Road, which is
one of approximately 100 project sites scheduled countywide during the 2015 construction season. More than seven
miles of the road will be resurfaced, resulting in temporary
lane closures while work is in
progress.
In the last five years, there
have been 113 crashes in work
zones in St. Louis County. As a
result of those crashes, one person died, and 37 people were
hurt.
“We put a lot of effort into
keeping workers safe in construction zones,” said Stauber,
“But what many people don’t
realize is the victims of work
zone crashes typically aren’t
the workers. It’s the motorists
and their passengers who are
most likely to get hurt, or
worse.”

d
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er

If you live anywhere north
of the Mason-Dixon line frost
is out of the ground, money’s
been let, and it’s orange cone/
road work sign season. Things
will get even scarier on the
roads for workers and travelers.
With St. Louis County
investing $119 million to
improve 420 miles of roads and
bridges over the next two
years, motorists should expect
to see a lot of orange cones in
this region but it will be happening just about everywhere.
At a press conference June 9
county officials, law enforcement, and contractors made
another plea for motorists to
slow down, pay attention and
take extra care when traveling
near or through a work zone.
“We’re going to have an
extremely busy construction
season and we want to see the
workers and traveling public
all get home safely,” said Pete
Stauber, Chair of the St. Louis

terpro

of

Congratulations
Labor World on

119 Years!
Roofers &
Waterproofers
Local Union
No. 96
www.rooferslocal96.com
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BLE tells Congress underfunding, 1-person crew part of Amtrak crash
( PA I ) — C o n g r e s s i o n a l
underfunding of safety measures that would have slowed a
speeding Amtrak train, and
railroads’ decisions to impose
1-person crews on those passenger trains, share the responsibility for the fatal Amtrak
crash in Philadelphia May 12,
Dennis Pierce, President of the
Brotherhood of Locomotive
Engineers & Trainmen told a
June 2 House Transportation
Committee hearing. There’s
always a tendency to blame
“human error,” Pierce warned.
The accident saw the northeastbound train, traveling up to
106 mph around a curve
marked for 50 mph, completely
derail, killing eight passengers
and injuring 200 more.
Christopher Hart, chairman
of the National Transportation
Safety Board -- an impartial
agency that investigates accidents – reiterated that the crash
would have been avoided if
Amtrak had installed an automatic Positive Train Control
(PTC) system on that curve, as
federal law mandates for all
railroads. PTC would have
slowed the train soon enough,
regardless of what the engineer
did, to prevent it jumping the
tracks, Hart said.
NTSB has campaigned for
PTC systems nationwide for 45
years, but U.S. railroads, with

the exceptions of Amtrak and
Metrolink, a California commuter line, have not installed it.
One of the few Amtrak Northeast Corridor stretches that
doesn’t have PTC is that crash
curve. It will by year-end,
Amtrak’s president testified.
The feds have ordered interim
safety measures.
Lawmakers took no action
on the safety issue, but several
members of the House GOP
majority, heeding demands of
other railroads, have introduced legislation to delay
nationwide PTC until 2020 or
2025. Pierce denounced those
efforts, saying they would
harm passengers and crew
members and penalize the two
railroads that have complied.
He said the Amtrak crash
should raise questions about
why railroads haven’t installed
PTC, why they want to cut
down to 1-person crews, questions about crew fatigue due to
erratic scheduling, whether incab cameras would really help
safety, and underfunding.
While high technology in U.S.
locomotives is often used to
save money, it comes at the
expense of safety, Pierce said.
When engineers object, the
railroads discipline them.
“When I was a young locomotive engineer, the old timers
used to tell me, ‘If you think

you need to use your emergency brakes to avoid a problem and don’t do it immediately, you’re already too late,’”
Pierce said. ”Today, I am convinced that preventable train
accidents and incidents are
occurring due to the fact that
engineers have been trained
under threat of discipline to
never apply the emergency
brake. When they do, even if it
is to avoid an unsafe situation,
engineers are routinely charged
with a violation of railroad policy. In other words, the foundation of today’s operation leads
to accidents in situations where
they wouldn’t have happened
in the past.”
Putting a second person in
the cab with the engineer is an
added measure to seek out hazards on the line and take effective action inside and outside
the railroad cab, he noted.
While NTSB hasn’t raised
the fatigue issue in the Amtrak
crash, Pierce said fatigue could
be a cause of prior rail accidents. “A typical workday for
today’s freight locomotive
engineer consists of up to12
hours of monitoring and operating multiple train control systems, all the while doing his or
her best to avoid the pitfalls
presented by fuel saver and
event recorder technologies, all
of which distracts the engineer

Ship it Union! Ship it by Rail!

from focusing on the external
environment in which the train
is operating.” Commuter and
passenger train engineers suffer similar distractions, he said.
“But Congress shares the
blame for safety problems on
the nation’s railroads, both by
letting Amtrak get away with
1-person crews – under a 33year-old law that applied to
Conrail – and by underfunding
repairs, including PTC,” Pierce
said. “Amtrak was forced to
prioritize PTC installation the
way it did because the railroad
did not have sufficient
resources to implement PTC on
a faster scale, ” Pierce chided
legislators. “Did the decision to
not appropriate sufficient funding to implement PTC on a
faster scale constitute a human
error that contributed to the
accident? Our attention is currently focused on the engineer’s actions or inactions on
May 12th. While those may
have been the last link in a
chain of events leading to the
tragedy, they are far from being
the only link. All U.S. transportation modes are federally
supported but...passenger rail
receives crumbs. When compared to the rest of the world,

federal support for Amtrak in
the #1 economic power on the
globe is nothing less than
shameful. Last year, 5.8% of
China’s government spending
was on rail, and one-half of 1
percent of the U.K.’s spending
was on rail. The U.S. share? A
minuscule three one-hundredths of one percent.
“We cannot continue to
demand that Amtrak operate a
first-class railroad while funding it at Third World levels. We
cannot expect reliable performance from the portions of the
Northeast Corridor infrastructure that are 75…or 100…or
125 years old. And we shouldn’t turn our noses up at a transportation mode that pays 85%
of operating costs out of the
fare box because of a retreat by
some from the consensus in
favor of federal support of
transportation.
“It strains our collective
memory to think of a case
where we attack a problem by
defunding it when we want a
positive outcome. Programs or
institutions defunded by
Congress are defunded for one
reason and one reason alone: so
that they wither on the vine and
die…,” Pierce said.

Happy 119 th
Anniversary,
Labor World
Representing Railway Labor and
their families for injuries on and off
the job for over a half century!

United Transportation Union ~ Progress Through Unity
UTU 832/CPR b UTU 1175/BNSF b UTU 1067/DW&P-CN b UTU 1292/DM&IR-CN

Congratulations on your 119th
Anniversary, Labor World

Of Counsel
Dinsmore
& Associates

HUNEGS, LENEAVE & KVAS
Attorneys at Law

1000 Twelve Oaks Center Drive, Suite 101
Wayzata, MN 55391-4704
2520 Pilot Knob Road, Suite 325
Mendota Heights, MN 55120
651-256-1900
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612-339-4511
1-800-328-4340
Clyde Larson
Director of Field Operations
Duluth, MN
218-348-3091
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Why does labor’s share of national income so seldom change?
By Lars White, AFSCME
Local 695 (MnDOT)
Why does labor’s share of
national income so seldom
change? There are as many
explanations as explainers.
A long term flatness of
wage growth has plagued the
middle class in this country for
some time. The great recession
that started in late 2007 dramatically contracted the entire
world’s economy. This led to
huge waves of layoffs in the
U.S., and left behind a permanent after effect of less income
for workers.
American worker’s output
per hour rose 9% between 2007
and 2014. The U.S. gross
domestic product increased
over 2% in 2014, but wages
grew only 2%. This kept the
middle class standard of living
at a flat line through that year.
The workers laid off by the
Great Recession were unemployed so long their skills
lapsed, or, when applying for
work, their skills no longer
matched job openings. Some
started drawing pensions,
which further dragged down
the rate of economic recovery.
Many workers are never
expected to work again. More

people are now expecting to
keep working past their retirement age.
Workers facing the new normal in a recovering economy
are being asked to boost production even more, but their
gains go to stockholders, not
the more productive workers.
Workers that skillfully ran one
machine are engaged and
retained only if they agree to
also run several other machines
left unattended by lay-offs or
attrition.
The conditions of employment for a new hire might
specify a single specialized
skill, but more likely possessing only that skill will not be
enough to get the job, which
won’t be nearly as stable and
long term as it was previously.
Since 1980, the average
number of paid vacation days
used by overworked adults has
fallen from 21 to 16 days. More
workers have experienced
chaotic schedules, or not been
able to predictably work
enough hours, and have no idea
of the size of their next paycheck. This cannot be good for
working families, especially
those with children. More companies expect employees to
work unpaid and off hours via

their mobile digital devices.
The legal term is uncompensated remote work.
Some workers lose their
jobs if they ask to be rescheduled. Scheduling workers to be
available for work, but only
calling a few of them in at a
time would seem ideal for an
employer, but perhaps not after
calculating the true costs of
absenteeism and turnover
among demoralized, unmotivated employees.
A long-standing trend of flat
wage growth, or wage stagnation, has steadily, uncannily
been maintained. Economists
are divided as to why wage
growth, or labor income relative to GDP, has held virtually
flat since the 1960s. Some
would argue whether a lack of
wage growth truly exists, after
tweaking the data with employer profit margin and consumer
price index corrections.
Employment statistics can
be notoriously unreliable. Part
of apparently dropping unemployment rates might actually
be the effect of worker populations migrating away from
troubled, bankrupted industrial
areas, especially in the rust
belt.
The U.S. government gives

cover to the low-wage economy with tax subsidies intended
to help workers merely pass
through to become profits on
employer’s balance sheets. In
the U.S., the costs of “tax crediting” low paid workers receiving meager benefits between
2009-2011 were $227B, plus
food stamps ($71B) and
Medicaid ($83B).
According to the International Labor Organization,
75% of the world’s workers do
not hold a permanent job and
are either working without a
contract or are self-employed.
If an employer can shed large
numbers of temp jobs in an
economic slump, this temping
strategy prevents large unemployment insurance payouts
that would occur with mass
layoffs of full time workers.
Unemployment costs are a negative to avoid, so carving-out
as many permanent, full-time
positions as possible becomes a
perfectly acceptable business
goal.
Candid employers might
admit the largest operating
expense is their payroll, so
many operators have no misgivings when switching to
automation that is more profitable than human employees.

Happy A nniversar y
L ABOR WORLD!
Northern Minnesota is one of the strongest
union regions of the U.S.A. Having our own
newspaper is one good reason for that.

Nor th East Area
Labor Council

Cook, Lake, Koochiching, Itasca, St. Louis, Carlton, & Pine counties
We appreciate the work of our affiliates in the Koochiching (President
Joe Schwartz), Iron Range (President NEALC FIELD COORDINATORS
Tom Cvar), Carlton County (President JASON METSA – Eveleth, MN
218-290-1527 jason@nealc.org
Tamara Jones), and Duluth (President
ZACH SIAS – Duluth, MN
Dan O’Neill) Labor Assemblies.
218-409-9246
zach@nealc.org
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A recent crop of Hollywood
“robophobia” movies captures
the public’s unease about their
livelihoods being turned over
to robots that some are predicting could become self-aware
and self-directing.
The latest, ultraflex employment arrangements popular in
Europe include German “mini
jobs” that pay less than $110
per week. When full-time
workers complain about these
jobs, they are told mini jobs
merely parallel permanent,
full-time work availability
without displacing any fulltime positions.
In Britain, there are “zero
hours” employment contracts,
with no commitments involved
at all. The staffing industry has
become enormous. In Britain
there are G4S security guard
worker jobs, and Compass is a
massive employer of catering
temps.
Japanese temp jobs are cutting into the shushin koyo culture, or the traditional “job for
life” arrangement. Flex and
temp work can extend the
reach and accuracy of computerized applicant skill-matching. Job flexibility is two-way,
a plus for students, young
mothers and retirees.
In the United States, there
are staffers and labor aggregators such as Adecco and
Randstad. Only WalMart has
more employees than Kelly
Services. These transient jobs
do not raise wages, they help
hold compensation flat and
make it easier to fire workers
by reducing their bargaining
power. A raise given to a temporary worker is only temporary. The conditions of low pay
in labor aggregation are the
exact opposite of higher pay or
better benefits that unions can
negotiate.
Unpatriotic flag-of-convenience behavior by globalized
manufacturers occurred when
they outsourced to lowerwaged countries, a strategy that
is also useful for dodging taxes,
but in many cases consumers
started rejecting noticeably
inferior products. The quest to
build on the cheap for a quick
buck now comes full circle
with “insourcing” back to this
country, with at least one major
union likely to welcome the
returning jobs by agreeing to a
second tier of new hires working at lower wages.
Why does labor’s share of
national income so seldom
change?
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HAPPY ANNIVERSARY, LABOR WORLD
Liaison Program News
from

119 great years and more to come...

Lynette Swanberg , Director

AFL-CIO Community Services and United Way Partnership
commservices@unitedwayduluth.org
218-726-4775

Workforce Innovation & Opportunity Act (WIOA)
While that title might be a sleeper on first look, replacing the
Workforce Investment Act (WIA) of 1998 with an enhanced version intends to have a greater focus on the job seeker and coordination of efforts between workforce centers, education, agencies,
and employers. Success of WIOA will have skilled workers being
matched with employers through collaborative efforts, look at the
regional market needs, business growth data, career pathways,
and resources available and needed to fulfill the mission.
The Community Services Director is a member of the Duluth
Workforce Council which is in the process of creating the strategic plan to fulfill the responsibilities of the new WIOA law. A
change that has excited me is that there is a challenge to the
Workforce Council to look at how we are meeting the employment seeking needs of all individuals, with additional emphasis
on engaging employers to align training with needed skills
through the promotion of job based training, as an example.
With my labor background, involvement with local agencies,
discussions on barriers to employment, and work to help coordinate Building Trades connections with agencies and Department
of Employment and Economic Development, the Sector and
Career Pathways Development Committee workgroup I sit on
has my interest. Our work will be making and creating connections to meet the needs of the local and regional workforce.
Other workgroups include Business Engagement and
Marketing Outreach Committee, which is a group that reaches
out to individuals, businesses, community organizations, government organizations, and others to provide information and promote the Workforce Center resources.
The Youth/Education Committee will address youth programs
authorized and funded by WIOA, which is another committee I
have agreed to be on.
The One Stop Committee addresses operational issues of
delivery of services through the workforce center, and the agreements with additional local and regional partner organization.
Additional members from Labor are needed to bring business,
working and workforce perspective to the discussions taking
place to create the strategic plan that will work for our area.
Please contact Lynette Swanberg, Community Services
Director/Liaison at commservices@unitedwayduluth.org or 218726-4775 if you have interest in moving Duluth and the region
forward in meeting the job seeker and business needs of today
and the future through involvement on the Workforce Council, or
one of its committees.

American Federation of Teachers
National Education Association

Representing faculty at UMD since 1980
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PUT YOUR HOME TO WORK FOR YOU!
Apply for our easy access
Home Equity Line of Credit

Congratulations to the
Labor World
on 119 years of being
our courageous voice
for fairness and dignity.
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Rubin

Your St. Louis
County Attorney
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Dislocated Worker Program helps laid off workers get back to work
As a former field organizer
for the South East Area Labor
Council in Minnesota Liz
McLoone spent most of her
time trying to educate and help
workers improve their work
lives. She’s got a new job and
she’s still helping workers only
this time she’s helping workers
who have lost their jobs
through lay offs.
McLoone will be working
for the Minnesota AFL-CIO
and the Minnesota Department
of Employment and Economic
Development in their Dislocated Worker Program. She
is taking the position so well
filled by Mike Goldman for
many years as he is retiring.
McLoone came to the
Duluth AFL-CIO Central
Labor Body meeting June 11 to
introduce herself and to offer
the program’s help to whomever needs it.
“We’re trying to reach out
to labor councils and assemblies to be proactive and let
people find out how to use our
resources to help laid off workers,” McLoone told delegates.
“We want to connect dislocated
workers with the services and

resources that are available,
such as Workforce Centers, so
they can get training to find a
new job. We can also help find
funding for their training.”
Employers who are laying
off at least 50 workers or closing their business down are
required by law to provide a
60-day notice under the WARN

(Worker Adjustment and
Retraining Notification) ACT.
The notice is so state officials,
the workers, and the local community that will be affected
will have a better chance for
success in their next moves.
The earlier the notice, the earlier success can be achieved for
the workers. The program can

start services up to six months
before anyone has actually lost
their job.
“We need 50 workers in a
laid off situation, but we want
to hear about everyone so the
laid off get served,” she said.
“And we’ll work with their
unions especially if the
employer isn’t helpful.”

Laid off workers can also
lose their health care coverage
and there are emergency funds
to cover in some situations.
You can contact McLoone
at
651-600-5549
or
lmcloone@mnaflcio.org. The
website for the program is
mn.gov/deed/dw.

“I’m Kori Sherwood and I’ve
worked as a millwright at
U.S. Steel Minntac in Minnesota for two years,” Sherwood said in materials posted on the USW website. “My
life changed for the better for
me and my daughter when I
got this job but in late May
that all came to a crashing
halt. May 26, 2015, was my
last day of work. You finally
think you get your life in
order — buy a truck, buy a
home,” she said, “and it all
falls apart.” Sherwood is one
of 350 workers recently laid
off in Mt. Iron due to unfair
imports, USW said.
~USW and workdayminnesota.org
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